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an introduction to

INVESTIGATING YOUR ENVIRONMENT SERIES

Making decisions about the management of our environment becomes a little easier if we understand what makes up
that environment and how our actions affect it. The processes and techniques contained in these lesson plans enable
people to examine directly different components of the environment and help them to understand the relationships
among these components.

The investigatiOns encourage participants to observe their surroundings and to collect, record, and interpret data. Facts
and figures are collected as a means toward gaining a deeper understanding, not as an end in themselves. The questions
and discussions are designed to elicit maximum response and involvement from the participants and to eliminate
lecturing and show.and-tell activities. Each lesson plan provides a framework within which succeeding activities and
discussions build on what has gone before, leading the participants to an understanding of environmental relationships.
A knowledge of these relationships provides the basis for better comprehension of environmental problems and their
possible solutions.

The various processes and techniques can be used to investigate many aspects of the environment. Some changes in
specific activities, however, may be necessary when applying these lesson plans in d'fferent locations or situations.

Each lesson plan has six components:

1. Suggestions for setting the stage
2. Individual or group activities
3. Task cards for some activities
4. Charts and tables to be used in data interpretation
5. Suggested questions, discussions, and summaries
6. A statement of anticipated behavioral outcomes.

Discussion questions as shown in the lesson plans are designed to allow each person to contribute to the group's
interpretation, understanding, and summarization of the subject being investigated. Many of the activity sequences
will encourage additional questions and discussions.

The concluding discussion period is one of the most important parts of each investigation and is designed to:

1. Allow development of each participant's thoughts regarding the techniques experienced and their application.
2. Provide opportunities to discuss the implications of various management practices on a particular environ-

ment.

Implementing an Investigation

The lesson plans are self-explanatory, although there are some aspects of the overall process that need to be
emphasized.

Preparation

1. Select the site and dry run the investigation on the site.
2. Plan and place the session so that each activity can be done well.
3. Use the lesson plan as a guide, especially for the questions and the discussion periods. Once the plan has be-

come familiar, do not hesitate to revise it as netessary.
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4, If there will not be enough time to do an entire investigation, decide in advance which activities should be
omitted. Do not become trapped into moving so quickly that the participants are provided data rather than being
allowed to collect it.

5. Make sure that there is enough equipment and that it is in working order.

Beginning

1. Set the stage for what will happen during the session. Refer to the introductory paragraphs in each lesson.
2. Before leaving for the study area, have the participants discuss what effects the investigation itself may have

on the environment and possible hazards that may be encountered.
3. Arrange for checking out and returning the equipment. Usually it is best to have one or more participants

do this.

Implementation

1, Be sure to give clear directions. Do not be reluctant to read or write directions. Experience has shown that
ad libbing instructions often changes and confuses the meaning.

2. Listen to what the participants say and accept all their contributions.
3. Refocus on the original question if the discussion digresses.
4. Allow adequate time for the final summary and discussion. It may take as much as one-half hour. This dis-

cussion is extrememly important because it concentrates on the application of what was learned during the investiga.
don.

5. When appropriate, discuss how the investigation can be used in classrooms or on schoolgrounds, and especially
how environmental studies can be integrated into various subject areas in the school curriculum.

6. Consider using the summary discussion as an evaluation tool.

Conclusion

1. Constantly be alert for opportunities to expand, adapt, and improve subsequent investigations.

2. The ideas and activities presented in these teaching materials will come to life only as you try them, modify
them, and improve them to fit your own needs, style, and situation.

3. All of these materials are for public use and may be reproduced without prior permission.

4. The plans were developed with the assistance of educators, students, and resource-agency people. They have
been successfully field-tested at environmental education workshops throughout the country.



a lesson plan for

A PROCESS AND PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACH TO ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Set the stage for this session by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time. For example, "In this ses-
sion we will identify some techniques and processes for group problem-solving. We will then use these to solve a
couple of problems and discussion their values."

I. SOLVING A PROBLEM THROUGH GROUP INTERACTION

Have audience arrange themselves in groups of six, or group chairs this way ahead of time. Pass out the "Bits
of I nformation" problem, one bit of information to each person. (Use one of the problems of the end of this
lesson plan.)

Tell the audience, "There is a problem to solve; you have all the information you need to solve the problem in
your grout). The only information you need from the facilitator is printed at the top of each list of information -
it says, "Although you may tell your group what is on this sheet, you may not pass it around for others to
read."

Repeat instructions again to the whole group. If people tell you they don't understand, just repeat the instruc-
tions. After about 5 minutes into problem, pass out paper and marking pens. Write on board:

Trust
Visual Display
Matrix (chart)

Tell audience, "If the words on the board and the markers and easel paper passed out to you can help your
group solve the problem, please use them."

As groups finish the problem, they may ask you for the right answer. Refer to the bit of information card held
by one member of their group that tells them there is only one right answer and they can prove it. Ask them to
verify their answer with another group. The purpose is not for the facilitator to tell a group that they are right
or wrong, but for groups to develop trust in their own ability to solve problems and verify their findings.

Questions and Discussion

1. After all groups have finished the problem (20-30 minutes maximum), P.:k the following questions:

a. "What kept you from solving the problem to begin with?"

b. "What helped you to solve the problem later-r

2. "The people who developed this e). fIrcise felt that it contains elements of involvement that most groups go
through to solve common problems. They hypothesized that the following things would take place during
the problem-solving exercise."

Trust
Ritualistic listening
Real lktening
-Vision
-Space
-Noise
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a. Tr:List I t is difficult for problem-solving to occur if people do not trust or feel comfortable with other
people. You must trust that the facilitator gave you a solvable problem and that others in your group are
communicating the information they have,

b. Ritualistic listening This is a kind of polite listening because the data or information offered has no rele-
vance at that time. Many speeches, introductions, etc., are often listened to ritualistically.

c. Real listening - When real problem-solving begins to take place, the kind of listening going on is very real
because the information shared begins to mean something. People interrupt to say, "Please repeat that."

When real listening occurs, three things will change:

Vision Participants will begin real listening by really looking at other people and constructing a visual
display (writing data in a common place).

Space - Space factors will change:
People will usually move closer together.
People will sometimes change places or move around the table.

Noise - The noise level will go un when groups start working together.

3. "Using this type of activity at the beginning of a session can be important for several reasons."

a. I t can be used as an icebreaker with a new audience.

b. The problem could not be solved without the contributions of each person in the group.

c. People feel more committed to a session if they contribute by saying something, the earlier the better.

d. It's easier to talk to each other in a small group than to talk to one instructor in front of ,a Jarge group.

e. This exercise illustrates that each person in a group brings information and skills that can be used by the
entire group to solve common problems. The pieces of palier represented the information and skills
that each of you brought to the group.

4. 'We will be concerned in this activity with providing ways for each person to contribute knowledge, infor-
mation, and skills to the solving of common problems. The content and activity itself are not always the
most important what is important is the idea that you can use different techniques to get people talking
to each other and contributing as a group."

5. "None of us is as smart as all of us." Put up a chart with this printed on it or write this on the board.

OBSERVING AND CLASSIFYING TREE LEAVES

Questions and Discussion

1. "Let's transfer some of the problem-solving factors to another activity." Distribute six different tree speci-
mens, a different one to each person in a group.

2. "Take your own leaf specimen and look at its observable charaC'teristics. Since we are looking at observable
characteristics, we won't be concerned with the name of the specimen.

3. After a rninute, have each person share the observable characteristics of his or her other sample with other
members of the group !about 4 minutes).

4. "Now each group put all the leaf specimens into two piles, on the basis of the major likenesses and differences
of their leaf characteristics. Write down one criteria or reason you used to do it."
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5. Ask each group to tell the criteria or reason used. List them on the board.

6. "Your next task is for each group to construct a classification key. Construct the key using your own criteria
as a starting point for putting the samples into two piles. Divide each pile into two more piles of samples
based on the major likenesses and differences of their leaf characteristk:s. Continue dividing piles until you
have only one specimen left in each Pile. This is one way to make a key you may want to use another way."
Give each group a piece of paper and marker. Tell each Group to construct its key so everyone can see it.
As you explain point 6, draw the key on the board, e.g.:

(4)
Criteria

(3)
Criteria

Tree
(6) samples

(Criteria for difference in piles) (2) Samples
Criteria

(1)
Criteria

(1)
Criteria

(2)
Criteria

(1)
1

I (1)
Criteria I Criteria

III. COMMUNICATING ABOUT THE TREE SPECIMENS

(1)
Criteria

(1)
Criteria

"Now that your group has finished, select one sample, and using the words in the key that describe that sample,
write a description of it in sentence form." Print this instruction on the board.

Questions and Discussion

1. (After most of the groups have finished writing the sentence) "One person from each group read your group's
description, and the other groups hold up the sample they think is being described. The other members of
the group whose description is read should check to see if the other groups selected the right sample." You
may have to ask people to hurry so as not to drag out this part. It is important, however, for each group to
read its description.

2. (After all descriptions have been read) "How could we use this classification activity to improve communica-
tions among people?" (Form committee, common vocabulary, etc.)

3. "What else can we do with this key?"
Sample responses:

a. Demonstration of ability to use the key by adding a new tree sample. Have sample to pass out to each
group to see if it fits into the key.

b. Description on the difference between the key you make and another one. "Change keys with the grouvy
next to you. See if you can match up the samples and then compare the two keys."

c. Taking the key outside to use it in finding the trees or adding new ones. This can be security for teacher
and student the student builds a tool and develops a skill in the classroom ahd gets to use that tool and
develops a skill in the classroom and gets to use that tool and sk ill in the outdoor classroom. The teacher
doesn't need to know the names of trees to provide a meaningful learning experience for the student."

4. "Do you know more about the specimens now than when we started? We haven't even talked about names
of these trees yet. Names may not be important to begin with. This classification process allows us to become
familiar with the observable characteristics of the specimens. Now we are ready to use other written or picture
keys to associate our descriptions with others and to find a name that society has given the tree." Use books

EE3
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with picture keys, such as Trees to Know in Oregon and Washington and Important Trees of Eastern Forests,
which usually are available at the local Forest Service, State Forester's Office, or local book stores.

IV. DESCRIBING CURRICULUM RELATIONSHIPS WITH THREE PARTS. (Optional, depending
on needs of group)

Questions and Discussion

1. "What other part., of trees can we use to classify?" List as column 1 on the blackboard or easel paper.

2. 'What curriculum areas can we use these parts of trees?" List as column 2.

3. "What are some examples of How it could be used?" List as column 3.

(1) (2) (3)
PART OF TREE CURRICULAR AREA USED HOW USED.

(Art, Math, S.S:; Sc., etc.)
. (e.g.) Bark Art Construct mosaic

Shape Classify different
Leaves textures, compare
Branches texture, patterns
Wood and designs of
Cones different kinds of
etc. bark

3. "Many people feel that classifying is strictly a science process, and can't or shouldn't be used in other subjects.
We have just disproved that theory by showing that we can classify different parts of trees and use them in
many parts of the curriculum."

4. 'What other things in the environment can we classify (for example shoes, people, rocks, communities, and
animals)?"

5. (Optional, depending on time constraints; 10 minutes) Have each group select a group of objects in the
immediate environment and develop a classification key about them. Share results.

V. DESCRIBING VALUES AND PROCESSES

Pass out this lesson plan and have groups do Task A (about 10 minutes).

TASK A (pairs of small groups)

1. Describe the values of classifying things in the environment.

2. Give an example of the use of classification as a tool in environmental management.

Questions and Discussion

1. 'What are some values you've listed or talked about?" Sample responses might include: Because of group
interaction you often look at things in a different way; it simplifies our information gathering and facilitates
retention of knowledge; it is useful for previous history or future predictions; we each looked at it from our
own frame of reierence.

2. 'What are soMe examples of the use of classification as a tool in environmental management?"
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3. Have groups turn to Task B and discuss in groups which of the processes listed below were used so far in the
session (about 10 minutes).

TASK B (Small groups)

Mark the processes used in this activity and give an example of how they were used.

PROCESS EXAMPLE OF HOW USED

OBSERVING: Learner uses several of the senses
(tasting, feeling, seeing, hearing, smelling, etc.) to
collect data about environment.

MEASURING: Using standard units of measure and
"invented" units to determine quantity, quality,
and extent.

.

CLASSIFYING: After determining similarities and
differences, learner places objects, ideas into groups
or categories.

INFERRING: On the basis of collected data and
observations, learner can determine some possible
reasons for observation.

PREDICTING: On the basis of current data and
experience, learner foretells future events, con-
ditions, etc.

COMMUNICATING: Learner can present infor-
mation and ideas to others in verbal and nonverbal
forms.

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES: On the basis of
preHminary experience and inferences, the learner
establishes the direction for further inquiries.

EXPER IMENTING: Learner seeks to find
answers to an unsolved problem through various
methods of testing, data collection, and inter-
pretation.

INTERPRETING DATA: Collected data are
organized and compared with previously varified
data in order to determine meaning.

This list was adapted from materials developed by the American Association for the Advancement of Science
for the Project AAAS Commission on Science Education.

VI. SUMMARY

I. "In what ways were the six bits and tree classification activities similar?"

2. 'What did we find out about problem-solving techniques in this session?"

EE-5
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3. "How can we summarize our discussions and activities?"

4, "The things we've just done are typical of the processes that we will use here. Although we will be investigating
one environment, the same type skills and processes are transferable to the investigation of any environment."

S. "These types of skills and techniques can assist us in setting up problem-solving experiences for people to
learn more about their role in the management of their environment."

6. You may want the participants to evaluate the sessions by writing how they feR about the session..

VII. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcome in Knowledge

1. As a resuR of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. klentify at least six factors that take place within a group to make it work more effectively together.

b. Identify and describe nine processes and their use in environmental data collecting and interpretation,
and problem-solving.

Beh'avioral Outcome in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

2. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe the values of classifying things in the environment.

b. Describe the values and give examples of the use of classification as a tool in environmental management.

c. Describe how this problem-solving process can help people work together better.

VIII. EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Blackboard and chalk, or easel, newsprint, and markers.
Enough Six Bits of Information problems cut up for the small groups:
Tree leaf samples in sets of six for the small groups.
Optional: Picture keys, such as Trees to Know in your Local Area.

EEG
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"SIX BITS OF INFORMATION" PROBLEM
Printed by permission of Michael Giammatteo, Ph.D.

B1 I

You may tell your group what is on this.slip, but you
may not pass it around for others to read.

Information

All teachers taught at the same time and exchanged
groups at the end of each per;od.

Each teacher liked a different group best. Each teacher
taught the group he liked best during the fourth period.

Carl was the team leader for the intermediate unit.

Bi4
You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information

Dottie taught the Freewheelers during the second period.

The Jets had three more members than the Aces.

The Jets had Agnes for a teacher during their third period.

B1 2

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you
may not pass it around for others to read.

Information

The team leader taught the Buckaroos during the
first period.

Working out a schedule was difficult because Carl and
Dottie wanted Edward to work with them during the
same period.

Edward and Frieda could never agree on which group
was easiest to handle.

05
You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information

Each teacher taught every group during one of the first
four periods of the day.

During the first period Agnes taught the Aces.

Of all the groups, Bob liked best to work with the Aces.

B 3
You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you
may not pass it around for others to read.

Information

Your group members have aH the information needed
to find the answer to the following question. Only one
answer is correct. You can prove it.

IN WHAT SEQUENCE DID DOTTIE TEACH THE
VARIOUS INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPS?
Some of the information your group has is irrelevant
and will not help solve the problem.

B 6
You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information

The Howell Elementary School Intermediate Unit had
four teachers, two teachers aides, and four instructional
groups of students.

Each instructional group had chosen its own name.

FE-7



"SIX BITS OF INFORMATION" PROBLEM'
Printed by permission of Michael Giammatteo, Ph.D.

B2

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you
may not pass it around for others to read.

Information

The Dinosaurs had Tom for a teacher during the third
period.

Dick and Belinda did not get along well and so they
did not work together.

During the first period the Team Leader taught the
group that Harry liked best.

B 2 2

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information

All teachers taught at the same time and exchanged groups
at th?. end of each period.

Each teacher liked a different group best. During the
second period each teacher taught the group he liked best.

Each teacher taught every group during one of the first
four periods of the day.

02 3

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you
may not pass it around for others to read.

Information

The Freznel Elementary School Intermedian Unit had
two teacher's aides, four teachers, and four instructional
graups of students.

Each instructional group had chosen its own name.

Sybil was the Team Leader for the Intermediate Unit.

02 4

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information

Your group members have all the information needed to
find the answer to the following question. Only one
answer is correct. You can prove it.

IN WHAT SEQUENCE DID THE APES HAVE THE
VARIOUS TEACHERS DURING THE RRST FOUR
PE R IODS?

Sorn: of the information your group has is irrelevant and
will not help solve the problem.

B 2 5

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you
may ri t pass it around for others to read.

Information

BeHnda and Ralph disagreed about how it would be
best to handle the Bombers who always had trouble
settling down to work.

Dick preferred to work with the Champs over all
other groups.

Although the Team Leader had been at Freznel School
for five years, this was a shorter period of time than
for the other team members,

02 6

You may tell your group what is on this slip, but you may
not pass it around for others to read.

Information

The i'eam Leader taught the Dinosaurs the second period.

Harry worked with the Bombers in the third period.

Sybil had been at Freznel School a shorter period of time
than any of the other teachers in the Intermediate Unit.

EE-8
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TASK B (Small groups)

Mark the processes used in this activity and give an example

PROCESS

of how they were used.

EXAMPLE OF HOW USED

OBSERVING: Learner uses several of the sense
(tasting, feeling, seeing, hearing, smelling, etc.)
collect data about environment. 1

MEASURING: Using standard units of measure and
"invented" units to determine quantity, quality,
and extent.

CLASSIFYING: After determining similarities and
differences, learner places objects, ideas into groups
or categories.

INFERRING: On the basis of collected data and
observations, learner can determine some possible
reasons for observation.

PREDICTING: On the basis of current data and
experience, learner foretells future events, con.
ditions, etc.

COMMUNICATING: Learner can present infor-
mation and ideas to others in verbal and nonverbal
forms,

FORMULATING HYPOTHESES: On the basis of
preliminary experience and inferences, the learner
establishes the direction for further inquiries,

EXPERIMENTING: Learner geeks to find
answers to an unsolved problem through various
methods of testing, data collection, and inter-
pretation.

INTERPRETING DATA; Collected data ore
or gonirod ond cornporod with pi rwiously vorifW
doto in order to (lOter111 if10 meaning,
... . . . _ ....._. . ._ .. ....... ...... . .._ ....... _......

lb to) mito;ial, cloyolopot by tht Amor !cob Assoriatmn lot Ow Ath,,,Incrnwot (,;(:)o-we
lor f)r1,c1 ContinlY.ion !Icionce Ftlurotion.

1 a

f

)1;1 Njr,olvINi;
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a lesson plan for

SOIL INVESTIGATION

Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time. For example, say:
"In this session we will develop some skills in collecting, recording, and interpreting data about soil environments. We
will then apply these data in making some decisions about how to use this land."

Note to facilitator: Both the metric and English systems of measui union' .wd in the lesson plan. If it has not
already been determined, you should discuss and decide with the group which stem will be used.

I. DESCRIBING SOIL

Distribute Task A and have the group cor; .ete it before going to the study sites. (5 minutes)

TASK A

Wide yoip own (tescription of soil. Keep this description for reference later.

OBSERVING AND RECORDING THINGS IN THE SOIL

Go on to Task B.

1. Have participants do Task B, step 1, before going to study site. (5 minutes)

2. Travel to study site and have participants do Task B, steps 2 and 3. (15 minutes)

Investigating Your Envilonment Series
Forest Service
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TASK I-1 (small riroups)

I. PI edict vvhat you will find in the top few inches (centimeters) of the area 10 t studied. List your
1)N...fictions.

2 Select an dr 4:f .1bulit 2 tent (61 cm) square on the ground and sif t through the top 3 incises (7,6 cm),
recording the evidence of plants and animals you observe, Replace the ground in as near ormiiial condition
15 pos;ible,

Name 01 description
rein ii ho oli Quantity Possible effect on soil

s

3 The terms litter, duff, and humus al e used to ri iC organic [natter at the top of the soil, From your
shifty ahove, complete the following chin

Tom and definition

Litter (identifiable dead things
00 sun face)

fluff (partially decomposed
organic matter comnacted

Describe the feel
List the identifiable parts of plants

and animals you found

Humus talmost completely
decomposed nonidentifiahlt.
organic mitten I

Questions and Discussion

Discuss the terms litter, duff, and humus. Have participants pick up samples of litter, duff, and humus from the
area they're standing on.

1. "What did you find?"

2. "flow do you think the organisms you found affect the soil?"

3, "What might he some reasons for tlw odors in the soil?"

4, "Under what conditions would you expect to find more oi different organisms?"

DIVELOPING THE SKILLS TO COLLECT SOIL DATA

DliOS11011S and DiSMISSOM

the iiirelp to a soil profile oi soil pit,

WhOt di) you 'Wss as you look at this CIOSS section or plot ile of sod?"

2. "What die some things we might wont to find out about WI, soil?"

Commild to the (poop, "The various conditions and characteristics of soil that you have mentioned, such as
hue, sftilctulrs, temperalmo, iind acidity and alkalinity (Pin, affect the way land can he used, Know.

ledge o I these conditions is essential to land ose planning, whethei in a forest ot in your hockymil, We MP

going lir collect, locottl, and atiolyle some inhumation ,thntlt those soil chat octeristics," Distrihuto Task C and
oilei to motto:nuns on the hack side,
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Discuss and demonstrate how to collect data about the following soil characteristics using the instructions on
the back side of Task C. This instructional session is extremely important. The participants need the skills they
develop in this session when they collect data for the micromonolith. Demonstrate and discuss what you are
do;ng as you proceed, and draw on the participants for most of the observations. For 6xample, in demonstrating
texture you may want to have samples of sand, loam, and clay in cans. Have participants feel these samples
before cietermining the texture of the soil layers in the profile. You may want to demonstrate the use of the
pH kit in front of the whole group. Use some foreign material such as cigar ashes, a rotten log, or coffee.

IV. CONSTRUCTING A SOIL MICROMONOLITH

Refer to Task C. Expiain that there is a place to check or record the data collected and a place to sketch how
the soil looks.

Display the rnaterials available cups, baggies, etc.) and demonstrate how they are used to construct a
mictomonolith, (45

,.; flit tip ii this 1,1sk..1.1 Iht! dV411.1t/It ,(11141,1),11i, tIITI. tiel)sv
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COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

1. Soil layers (horizons). Mark where the soil changes color and general appearance. Many soils have three major
layers or horizons: top soil, subsoil, and parent material. Because soil formation has many variables, you may
find more or levier layers.

2. Color. Describe the color of each major layer, using your own descriptive terms. MoiSten soil to get a more
accurate color description.

3 Texture (how the soil feels). Determine the texture of each major layer. Testure is determined by the feel.
Rub a moistened sample of soil between thumb and forefinger. Spit on sample to moisten, if water is not
available.

If It feels very gritty and not plastic sandy
It it feels smooth and slick, or somewhat gritty and sticky-- loamy
If it feels smooth, plastic, very sticky clayey

4. Structure (how the soil is out together in gem', hapes). Determine the structure of each major layer.
Carefully break apart a shovelful of soil from ach layer and match its characteristics with one of these
sti ucture wordv Blocky 000

o o o

Colummir nnn

Granular

Platey

5, Temperature. Determine the t Ich layer. Us, the soil thermometer.

6. pH laci.tity or alkalinity). Dett. H of each major layer. Soil pH is an indication of how well certain
plants cm grow in the soil. Put . , of the soil to be tested in a porcelain dish. Do not touch the
sample. Use just enough pH reac , the soil sample. Match the color of The pH reagent at the
edge of the soil sample with pH

Each iierson should construct a sni: Hwoolith (Task C), A micromonolith is a small model of a soil
profil. in which samples of eaci,. attached tn a card.

.4



V. ANALYZING THE SOIL DATA

After the group finishes Task C, distribute Task D. Discuss this task by reading the instructions with the whole
group arid going over the first task on soil depth.

It may be important to have local plant identification books, picture keys, etc., for use by participants in
interpreting the soil data tables on the back of Task D. (20-30 minutes)

D (individuals Of small groups)

ANALYZING SOIL DATA

Using the soil data'you collected ,ind the InfoF Unur ii ovided ,n the soil data tables on the other side of this
I ,e,k cornplete.trw folhew,Ing

I On the basis of soil depth c.omplete the following (refer to Table Ii,
The potential of Inv soil for water storage is

'2 On the basis of color. complete Ow ionownnq (refer to TahIe

The T/)11,,,1 01 A horlion

Ahount ot organic material
rusion f actor

Fertility .

The nit mnage fl hv soltsur face ,anl. or F ,,,ri/on,
--..

Chi the li,eas ii texture, complete the 1,,i wing (refer to Table HD,

Lay ei or horiton
-1,,re,011 A

Subsoil ft

VVater holding capacity Looseness of soil

T 011 cisns t/i Structure, complete the following (refer to Table IV).

I ayer or horizon
ropsoil

ft

Penetration of Water

0, the basis of pH ranges, (:omplete the followmq (refer to Table V)

DI alf1,1111) Aera.tion

!ii,1111' plaids that i:ould grow here accord ino to the sod pH Sortie plants actually ohservekl
r hart ormar,;;r1 here

11111 1,11. nIcnts III tilt. ,Ititly dri,a 0441, out tAptit th H

m %holt iii upt I wni ni nn W11111141 d,)l.I rucI Tn I %/Mit 1WIl
N11,!1/)( plant rhart

In 011 nue h.re. I,T Thu snl IuiuII,i,IlJi M71111010 WI' ST.11071011 11111(1W (TOO TO Table V11 TT11, IIIrtS arc my
have grow th tak inn; II e now I lir a't that in .3 Imirltlis the olowni cruirldem, of the 1)11

tIII I,,ISS 11 W1111)011,111110 WM 111'

/ ,.te .1 or destription dhoti? the, %nil h. , Ith 11t.11 11111 the soildrd p, one yilki 0/14.1II1 41 11111 111111c1111,T,I it thi 1,1.'6111,
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SOIL DATA TABLES
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Questions and Di

1. "Using the observed color of the top layer, and Table II, A and 13, what did you say about the erosion factor
of your soil?"

2. "Using the structure of your soil and Table IV, what did you say about the drainage of water?"

3. "How well did the plants in the study area conform to the soil pH plant chart?"

4. Have groups read how they would set up their own soil pH/plant chart. Point out that soil scientists determine
soil pH and record the plants growing in the area to construct a table or chart for use in interpreting soil pH
plant relationships elsewhere.

5. If there is a Snil Conservation Service soil survey report describing local soils available, read its description
jus: stunie.d. Point out that these reports are prepared from the same information we used.

Cor:ipare the Soil Conservation Service's description with the participants' descriptions. Usually the descrip.
tions are very similar.

6. "How does this .soil description differ from the one you wrote in Task A?"

VI. MEASURING THE SLOPE OF THE LAND

"In addition to the other data we have collected, measurements of the slope of the land are needed in order to
discuss possible uses of the study area. If the slope is varied, measurements from several locations may be needed
to obtain a more accurate average." Pass ou: Task E. (10 minutes)

ASUPIV, THE SLOPE OF s'ku

I <0. I okee 'CO,. 11Mle th, laud t
1,1 ass. eye lee,

s,..1,e4I or tak e Several eseassiremeels

,,04 sin tee supe you *,fl a eeasur Hold Stick es .1 about
teen COlfeft u4ers the orruelf4t. le

-esteriel st.ca. SI.eur abbe, the ft.:A unfit iesel

4 krteature ,e esrasbe nt be, .se t,,e bee end ef lee Stu, OH tee 4round

r'e"urnre,ns .oches e Slone 0, tee laud a, oercero

Sleben, Tee above sletri ver1. "..nt if !A% 10 let a. average Vosse of the land hem.)

JAR OF WATER
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INGRES (CM)
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VII. DETERMINING POSSIBLE LAND USES

"Using the soil data you have collected, the slope measurements, and the land use data tables, determine a land
classification and nossible usefs) for your study site." Distribute Task F. (20 minutes)

(smll grous)

f LRMINING POSSIBLE L.AND

",t, in', ire,it of land uses requires event sets ol cr der, 1 variety of ..c.. anrl land factors
in ilitterent Unese factors must be coteadepred ch.pter mining the most apowpreate ..jsf! for a given
at ea The niosi actot will tut lOtt major enflue,nce 1,1 eleteernineng the best use of land Seep tlie
Land LAe I.).t,a Fables Pot clef minim of lernitIng soil f actor

Using the data from T,hks 0 and E and horn the Land Use Da: ate,!; answer the followir! .:mestions,

According to the Land Use Data Tables. this land could be uset;

1 Ail, icul lure it rind ttvolorn why)

2 0«amarecy laeel vies
Roads .ind sPree.s
Buildinri sites
Sept.,: tank f,Iter fiehls
Plcritc.and Como areas

I feel the best uses of Vhs 1.md would be.

9 .;
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liSF DATA TABLES

AGRICULTURAL USES

Directions Circle the dem in each of tn.- li
soil you studied. The most limiting soil factor will tact-rim,
factor r.an he defined as something that wdl restrict the use u7
indicatils the most appropriate agricultural use.

Stove ad

0 3 None

3.70
ate

2030 !Severe

0-2

SOIL FACTORS

Erosion Hazard Soil Depth Drainage

1-
Deep

. Slight to moder. Mod. deep

Shallow

None to slight Deep

Very severe Deep to
shallow

t describes each of sod factors in the
.eiricultural use of the lid. A limiting soil

nd tor desired activities. -1,-0 inost limiting factor

Good Loam or silt
loam'

Somewhat Sandy loam or
poor silty clay

Poor Sand or clay

Good to Stony
poor

Good to
poor

Agricultural Uses

Farm crops cultivation good sod
mnymt, practices

Farm crops-few to several special
cultivation practices

Occasional cultivation, many special
practices

Pasturewoodland cultivation: no
machinery, can be used

Sandy, loamy, Pasture, timber growing, woodland,
clayey or rocky wildlife, no cultivation machinery

1,111 None to extreme Deep to Excessive Rockland, river Wildlife, recreation
shallow to poor wash, sand dunes

Loam is a combination of sand, silt, and clay [articles.

Occupancy uses

Select the rOreit limiting factor for each land use and record the overall limitation (slight, moderate or severe) on
Task F

Land Uses and Factors
I Affecting That Use

Slight Limitation

Roads and Streets
Slopes
Depth Over 40
Walertable i Over 20 in.

fluddirei Sites

0,VI/1
WkItof tklbli!

Sephi Tank I' ilter Fields

Down
Wat..r Libre depth

totiow tot'

I and Camp Areas
r Slope

Stow..
Waft, table during

St!,Iiikr) kit rise

0-12%
Over 40 in.
Over 30 in.

Oilf!I ht.
°vet 4 It

0 V,
0 20' r,
Over 30 ii

Moderate Limitation Severe Limitation

12.30% Over 30%
2040. in. (50.8-101.6 cm) Less than 20 in.
10.20 in. (25,450.8 cm) Less than 10 in.

'2-20% Over 20%
20 40 in 150,8-101,6 cm) Less than 20 in,
20 30 in 150.8-76.2 cm) Less than 20 in.

t 1121.9-182.9 cml
2-4 f t (61.0.121,0 crul

/ lb
1 20-50,"

20.30 in (50.8.76.2 co)

s1,9

Do 12%
Les, than 4 in.
Lest, than 2 f t.

Ov, 15%
Yr.
th,m 211 in.



Questions and Discussion

1. "What recommendations did you make on Task F?"

2. "How do you feel about the present use' of thiS land?"

3. "How could man improve the use of this land?"

4. "What are some uses which could damage the land? What environmental precautions should be taken to
minimize th, damage?"

5. "How do ths- things we have done so far relate to making land use decisions?"

6. "How do social, economic and political factors affect the development and use of the land?"

7. "What are some long-range effects of land use decisions on our society?"

VIII. COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES

TASK G (individuals or small groups)

In addition to the factors we have collected information about today, list others that influence the way land is
used.

Factor Who Is Involved Influence On Land

,

Select one or two of the above factors and describe what you might do to become Involved In determining how
the land will be used in your backyard, community, county, etc.

.Ask fol respnose,, mi Task G and discuss.

SI.10



IX. SUMMARY

1. "What did we find out about the environment in our study today?"

2. "How can we summarize our discussions and investigations?

3. "How are soil characteristics important in environmental management?"

4. You may want the participants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about it.

X. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavorial Outcome in Knowledge

1. As a resuh of this session each participant should be able to:

a. Describe three ways in which the living organisms in the top part of the soil affect the soil

b. Construct a soil micronomolith of an Fmigned soil profile, and determine and record texture, structure,
pH, temperature, and color of each layer

c. Write a description of a soil studied, using the words recorded about that soil on the micromonolith

d. Demonstrate the ability to determine the best uses of the land in this area, using the data from the soil
micromonolith and the land capability charts

e. Describe three thingsthat man does to determine the proper management of soil resoin:c. e,
. ..

Behavorial Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Actions

1. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe how he or she feels about man's effect on thk soil environment

b. Describe how he or she feels about man's effect on the soil environment where they live

c. Describe what he or she can do to improve the use of the soil and in communities.

IX. EQUIPMENT NEEDED (for a class of 30 people)

6 La Motte soil pH kits
30 micromonolith cards

6 tape measures
30 sets of lab sheets
3 sticks (50"/cm or 100"/cm long)

30 sets of task cards and data cards
3 staplers
1 box of staples
2 shovels
3 yardsticks (metersticks)

100 jelly cups and lids"
3 soil thermometers
2 «10 cans of water

30 hand lenses
3 baby food jars, half full of water

Samples of sand, silt, clay (optional)
Plant samples, drawings, or guides to use with soil pH plant relationship chart (optional)

The tasks and dkcussion topics in this lesson are designed so that many can he done individually or in combma-
tion, depending upon the facilitators objectives and time constraints,

It is suggested hy the writers that continual plan revision be done by the people who use this plan,

*Other materials (Wink's, plastic wrap, pill bottles, etc,) have been used satisfactorily,

SI. 11
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TASK A

Write your own description of soil. Keep thk description for reference later.

TASK B (small groups)
I

1. Predict what you will find in the top few inches (centimeters) of the area to be studied. List your
predictions.

2. Select an area about 2 feet (61 cm) square on the ground and sift through the top 3 inches (7.6 cm),
recording the evidence of plants and animals you observe. Replace the ground in as near original condition
as possible.

Name or description
....

of item in the soil Quantity Possible effect on soil

3. The terms htter, duff, and humus are used to describe organic matter at the top of the soil. From your
study above, complete the following chart

Term and definition Describe the feel
List the identifiable parts of plants

and animals you found

Litter (identifiable dead things
on surface)

Duff (partially decomposed
organic matter compacted

Humus (almost completely
decomposed nonithmtifiable
organic matter)

2
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TASK C

Using the information on the back of this task, and the available equipment, record your observations below.
Make a micromonolith using the materials provided.

Sketch your soil profile, label the layers or horizons, and record the data.

DATA

PROFI LE SKETCH Air temperatures:
3 ft. (91.4 cm) above surface
Just along surface

Contents of layers above top soil (if existing):
Litter
Duff
Humus

Total depth of layer above top soil

Topsoil (a horizon):
Depth in. (cm) to in. (cm)
Color
Texture: Sandy Loamy Clayey
Structure: Columnar Blocky Platey Granular
pH

Temperature °F (°C)
Plant roots visible

Record below the samc information for thp other layers.

Describe type of rock in the bedrock (if present).

SOIL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976

SI-15



COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT SOIL CHARACTERISTICS

I. Soil layers (im i/ons). Mark where the soil changes color and general appearance. Many soils have three major
layers or hon,ions: top soil, subsoil, and parent material. Because soil formation has many variables, you may
tilld more or fewer layers.

2. Color. Describe the color of each major layer, using your own descriptive terms. Moisten soil to get a more
accurate color description.

3. Texture (how the soil feels). Determine the texture of each major layer. Testure is determined by the feef.
Rub a moistened sample of soil between thumb and forefinger. Spit on sample to moisten, if water is not
available.

if it feels very gritty and not plastic sandy
If it feels smooth and slick, or somewhat gritty and sticky loamy
If it feels smooth, plastic, very sticky clayey

4. Structure (how the soil is put together in geometric shapes). Determine the structure of each major layer.
Carefully break apart a shovelful of soil from each layer and match its characteristics with one of these
structure words: Blocky

1313 ci

Columnar

Granular

Platey

111111

5. Temperature. Determine the temperature of each layer. Use the soil thermometer.

6. pH (acidity or alkalinity). Determine the pH of each major layer. Soil pH is an indication of how well certain
plants can grow in the soil. Put a small sample of the soil to be tested in a porcelain dish. Do not touch the
sample. Use just enough pH reagent to saturate the soil sample. Match the color of the pH reagent at the
edge of the soil sample with pH color chart.

Each person should construct a soil micromonolith (Task C). A micromonolith is a small model of a soil
profile in which samples of each soil layer are attached to a card.

9 7
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TASK

ANALYZING

Using
Task,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

soil

6.
suil
the

7.

D (individuals or small

SOIL DATA

the soil data you collected
complete the following.

On the basis of soil depth,
The potential of my soil for
Why?

groups)

and the information provided in the soil data tables on the other side of this

complete the following (refer to Table l).
water storage is

.

.

.

.

On the basis of color, complete

a. The top soil, or A horizon:

Amount of organic material
Erosion factor

the following (refer to Table II).

Fertility

b. The drainage in the subsurface soil, or B horizon, is:

On the basis of texture, complete the following (refer to Table III).

Layer or horizon Water holding capacity Looseness of soil
Topsoil A
Subsoil B

On the basis of structure, complete the following (refer to Table IV).

Layer or horizon Penetration of Water Drainage Aeration
Topsoil A

Subsoil B

On the basis of pH ranges, complete the following (refer to Table V).

Some plants that could grow here according to the soil pH
plant chart

Some plants actually observed ,

growing here

How well did the plants in

Describe in a short paragraph
pH plant chart.

On the basis of the soil temperatures,
have growth

the study area check out with the pH

how you would set up an experiment

complete the statement below
taking place now. I predict that in 3 months

will be

you measured?

to collect data and construct your own

(refer to Table VI): The plants on my
the growth conditions of the soil, on

you collected and recorded on the soil
wrote at the beginning of the session.

basis of soil temperature,

Write a soil description -,thout
micromonolith card. Compare

this soil using the words from the data
this description with the one you

2 8
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TASK E

MEASURING Ti-r- SU..., -1E OF THE LAND

1. Select a :... 7 ,-?: ,,presents the
anc tverL.,

2. Plar. on.
leve

-.he land -ing studiec GO. me:isurements

)0-inch (100 cm) stick _lope you want to meal; rr Hod stick sc it Es about
.iferent length stick, the-, cirrect by usirg the conven -able.

3. Place Jilr le liquid in it on the outright stick. Raise or lower the jntil level.

4. Measure er of inches (centimeters) the free end of the stick is of )t rround.

5. The nurnA- iches (centimeters) is the _De of the land in percent.

6. Repeat the ac e steps in several different _as to get an average slope of t.ie land being investigated.

INCHES (CM)
ABOVE GROUND

CONVERSION TABLE

Stick length Distance the end of the Mult. by Slope
(inches) stick is above the ground conversion factor

100 in, (cm) in. (cm) x 1

50 in. (cm) in. (cm) x 2



TASK F

DETERMININC POSS.

(Vlan's great dive' iity of
in dif ferent way These
area. The most limiting su
Land Use Data Tables for ii

Using the data from Tasks D L a^

According to the Land Use

1. Agriculture (list anc

2. Occupancy land usr.
Roads and streets
Building sites
Septic tank filter
Picnic and camp arei-

I feel the best uses of this lan:

Why?

TASK G (individuals or small grunt

In addition to the factors we hav
used.

fferent sets of crjtrJ that anah. .iiety of soil and land fa:.-:10
isidered in determining the most Jot iriate land use for a giw-
-a major influence in determining the st use of the land. See tl-:e
ing soil factor.

-1 the Land Use Data Tables, answer th ,. following questions.

land could be u.:;ed for:

Factor

red inforenation about today, list others that influence the way land is

Who Is lrIvolved Influence On Land

Select one or two of the abovc ::1'or- .3nd describe what you might do to become involved in determining how
the land will be used in your b. community, county, etc.

51.21
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LAND USE DATA TABLES

A. .dcljt USES

Dr!,.ourr. cle the dem in eacli of di, live Lolumos trelow that best describes each of it
/1111 Tile most limitund soil firhor will r.letermine the be...t agricultural use of me

fachrr cdo relinerl .is somettung that will restrict the use of land for desired activities. T`I.
glost appropriate awn:pito, .1[ use,

SOIL FAC:TORS

Slope (%. Erosion Hazard Soil Depth Drainage Texture

0 3 , None Deep Good Loam or silt
loarn

3 20 Slight 10 frlodful Mod deep Somewhat Sandy loarn or
, die poor silty clay

20 30 Severe Shallow Poor Sand or clay

0 2 None to slight Deep Good to
poor

Stony

30 90 Very severe Deep to
shallow

Good to
poor

Sandy, loamy,
clayey or rocky

ill None to extreme Deep to Excessive Rockland, river
shallow to pour wash, sand dunes

Loan, combo ation of sand, silt, and clay particles.

Occupancy land uses

Agricir

actors rn
niting soil
ihng facto,

Farm crops cirr,:va mud soil
mngmt. practiue..

Farm crops fev .il special
cultivation pram

Occasional cultry. ,any special
practices

Pastor e-woodlanu Alan: no
machinery can he L.A.

Pasture, timber growing, woodland,
wildlife, no cultivation machinery

Wildlife, recreation

Select the most limiting factor for each, land use and r ec or d the overall limitation (slight, moderate or severe) on
lask F.

Land Uses and Factors
Affecting That Use Slight Limitation Moderate Limitation Severe Limitation

Roads dud Streets
Slopes 0 12% 12-30% Over 30%
Depth Over 40 in. 20-40 in. (50.8-101.6 cm) Less than 20 in.
Watertable Over 20 in. 10.20 in. (25.4-50.8 cm) Less than 10 in.

Building Sites
Slopes 0.12% 12.20% Over 20%
Depth Over 40 in. 2040 in. (50.8-101,6 cm) Less than 20 in
Watertable Over 30 in. 20.30 in (50.8-76,2 cm) Less than 20 in

Septic Tank Filter Fields
Slope 0.7% 712% Over 12%
Depth Over 6 ft. 4.6 ft. (121.9-182.9 cm) Less than 4 in
Watertable deuth

below trench
Over 4 ft. 2-4 ft. (61.0-121.9 cm) Less than 2 f t.

Picnic and Cimp Areas
Slope 07% 7-15% Over 15%
Stones 0-20% 20-50% Over 50%
Watertable during

season of use
Over 30 in. 20-30M. (50.8-76.2 cm) Less than 20 in

3 2
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a lessor

Set the ,,t,!.-je ff.! t,

this investigation. .

then apply these f.L

SOME WATE NIVES"GALONS

..,e,,tr.1- ,n by revie..% cl niackl% it ,./III i,=.. - 1 the allotted time. Fc E.i, "In
de,. ,p some skih., ,,) ...nllect. ind inte ... ii,..ta abbut the water en- t. We will

..ng the role of warer in environ--,, ii pur society:4

Note to hod itator -h ir -7etric and English systems ot measLyerrent included in the lesson ;)la- . Y t has not
already been deterr ,1, , should discuss and decide with the c i w-.1ch system will he us,ed.

OBSERVING -HE ATER ENVIRONMENT

Distribute Tas A.

"As you apor., ich ..vater, record your observatioi . on Task A. ((0 minutes)

q!.,ps)

luestions and Discussion

1. "What are some things you noticed as you approached the water?"

II. OBSERVING' AND COLLECTING AQUATIC LIFE

Questions ann Discussion

1. "What do you notice about the water ervironment?"
2. "What are some factors That affect the Hves of animals in watri,
3. "Where woulc you expect to find anirr,ls in a water environr':',,nt?"
4. "What are sor-e gi.. ielines that we neer to consider in collecrlig aquatic life so our investigation will cause

the least irnp...T1 Or the environment?'

P,eis out coiecttt equipment, Go cr oi B. 30 to 40 minutr.-:1

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service

1976

WI 1

:33



I. !DEW: r'ING A. 7- ANC AQUATIC AN=1AL

Have n, !dent uf the aquatic insects -ey id as possible, using the aquatic life drawings on
hack B ^o te books provided. (20min.

. thr

or sket

,L,Ia Pond Lite books, or ;,m nanuals, and :ura keys on the otne,
the spec.mens you low,.

to,,nd. Return drurnals 'Ion as yon t,o,shed.

! Common
name

Tys, (nar,- ,,,,ketchn How many

Questions and Cnscus-.,sn

1 "What anirr you fintt?" (Yo... --light compile a group list, preferably on a chart. Each person could
record his

2. "Where did . , incl most of the s:-cimens?''

3 "What othe- would you expert rt find ir -ream?''

4. "Wha. F.;7--So7tri,tr-- we could do ,;.:,tith Tt c--:trnmals?"

PREDi Ft= ..AQUATIC ANIMALS FOUND

Distre ; the bas.a.nt the aqt__.:tic animals you found, and the tables in Task C. predict the
-trt-r::t2. taunt. (1E t-rtinut&.;)

V I 2
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MEASURING AND RECORDING WATER CHARACTERISTICS TO TE: OU- PREDICTIONS

-One way r test the predicons is to use th! !Hach lidtef k.)2J)hl Tes7infl F
gistroction!, are inside the lid. There are lots at joi N, he (lone fl testing (ci )p!!
counting, reading, etc.), so make sure everyone in tht: (troop ha job to do.

-luivalent). Open - kit he

squirting, swirlinH, dipping,

Pass Put rusk D inn Data Card on the reverse si(Ie). Huu group transfer th -2dictions from Task C to
Task D and record the test measurements beside the prilictions for compar

Each group of three to -Five people takes a kit, and sprezds out along the edc): 1, the water.

Do not demonstrate the use of the kit. Let the partic,- T'r ad the instructi old learn to use the kit as they
collect the data. You should check among the group; r 1): work to make su:i)) -Pey use the right bottles,
chemicals, etc. (20-Minutes)

Questions and Discussion

-How did the test results compare to the predirp

2. "Umhur what conditions might we expect to get r-:;Ifer-it !,!sul ts than we dic day?"

3. "What can we say about the qu),Iity of the water t'n !' seam Jo far?"

4. -What ,e would we need to know to decide wherier o) )sot to drink this wa 1- (Col ac



TASK D in .ns of 3 5)

o S 1r. . yoiu In You GroliP Gets Involved it, the T

der test ut, Ieteirrhne the water (Mil air t mpwatole, dis,,olved oxygen count, and pH Of
th, .re ,a pond
fiecord 7,t,,lata below, using predictions from Task C.

',!11I1, Pond or Lake

Temperature ( orLocation c.if ;ample
6.2,1(y., or yo..un
bank of xit ';`.Iater Air

pH
Usable

Oxygen (ppm)
(mg/liter)

My Actual My Actual My -Actual ; My I Actual
pred, test prod test pred. test pred test

_

.%.1' Pro,: hylty dnd Coke'
tbe color you recorded In Task C and Table I (See Data Card reverse side), what can you

-il

3 Pen'. (pond or Idkd.d
Windt- if fdr I could see Int() ,.voter (from Task CI is t. (or meters).

,oareo, if lake ;Ind oond waters can he roughly deteirnined by the use of a white and black plate
s-- dIsk 1, which is lowered on oboe instil it (:,1,1 no longer he seen. It I', approximately 8

"; It; -eter, odroted dod black iii alternativ.. quadrants. Very little sunlight pentrates lielow
the diSk disdnOirdrc.

th, disk into the water until it can no longer be seen. Measure depth from surface of the
'Niter to the -Iisk and record ft. (or mutters;
Do the base-, of the depth of the Secchi disk and Table II, ovhat can you say about the wate0

Tem;,erdtor- 1..avermq (pond or lokel
Or, ;h0 the ttmturrr abut eS ,jou recordod for yo, trOnit, (be season of year, and the bformabon

1.1bie
Ill 'O. rib."Arbdt you think e, hdi,per-nrui or th:. wah,

WI 5



VI. MEASURING WATER VOLUMES FOR STREAM, POND, OR LAKE

(For a stream, u Part 1; for a pond or lake, use Part 2.1

Part 1. Stream Measurements

Questions and Discussion

1. "How many people do you think could live off the water in this stream (domestic water use only)?

2. "What measurements do we need to know in order to determine the amount of water in this stream?"
Discuss how to make different measurements. Work Task E, Part 1.

Questions and Discussion

"How many people could live for 1 day (domestic use only) off the water in this stream?"

2. "How did your prethction compare with your measurement?"

3. "What-Would happen to this environment if we piped all the water at this point to a community?"

4. "If we were goint to use some of this water, how much shOuld be left to flow downstream? Why?"

5. "What might affect the amount of water in this stream?"

6. "How important is this stream to a community? To the environment here?"

Part 2. Pond or Lake Measurements

Questions and Discussion

1. "How many people do you think could live off the water in this pond or lake?" (domestic water use only)

2. "What measurements do we need to know in order to determine the volume?" Work Task E, Part 2.

Questions and Discussion

1. ''How many people could live for one day (domestic use only) off the ,vater in this pond?"

2. "How did your prediction compare with your computations?"

3. "What might affect the amount of water in this pond?"

4. "What would happen to this aquatic environment if we drained it?"

5. "If we were gnMg to use some of this water, how much should be left to minimize damage to the pond
environment?"

G. "How impor tan t is this pond to the environment?"
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get daily water needs from this
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VII. DETERMINING WATERSHED BOUNDARIES

Distribute Task F and a map of the area in which you have been working.

I t

01,

t.,, 011,

the ch,,,,v.torlstics tti Otis ,vdter

,ibt champ, the Chmacter.stcs ul the Water

Have participants get into small groups and write a description of what they think a watershed is. Have groups
share their definitions with the other groups.

1- Medi Task F. (10 minutes/

Questions and Discussion

1 "What activities did you list and lmw did you think they would change the water characteristics?"

2. "Are any of these evident hero?"

A. "How would we find out more Ilh011t this watershed?"



VII. COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES

Have participants complete Task G. (10 minutes)

I ASK G finch valoals or small groups)

In addition to the factors oar: have collected nforrnat,on dtio..12 todav. list others that influence the way
Aw!er

FaCtrir Who Is Involved Influence on Water

;elect ono or two of the above factors arid describe what you might du to become involved in determining
funs% tb. va met wnll Ise used in your home, community. county. etc.

Ask for responses from Task G and discuss.

VIII. SUMMARY

1. "What did we find out about water from our investigations today?"

2. "flow can we summan/e our discussions and investigations?"

3. "What ale some methods and processes we used in our investigations in this session?" (May be useful for
first field sessions to identify processes used in the investigation)

You may want the pat tk:ipants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about the session.

WI 10
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IX. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

1 As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a, Identify the boundaries of the stream (pond or lake) watershed on the map provided

b. Predict the pH, temperature, and dissolved oxygen count of the stream or pond, using the list of aquatic
animals found

c. Demonstrate the ability to test out the above predictions using the water testing kit

d. Measure the cubic feet of water per second flowing in the stream, or in the pond, and determine what
size community could live off the water measured

e. Describe three ways this stream or pond is important to the surrounding environment.

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

1. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe in writing how he or she feels about rnan's effect on the aquatic environment at this site

b. Describe at least one action he or she can take in everyday life to help improve the way water is managed
in the

Home
Community
Consumer habits

c. Describe the benefits of each of the above actions

Describe the implications of water use and management in our society.

X, EQUIPMENT NEEDED (for a class of 30 people)

4 Water testing kits (Hach Co. 1 Secchi disk
or equivalent) 30 Jelly cups, baby food

4 Thermometers jars, etc.
4 White dishpans 30 Hand lenses

30 Sets of lab sheets 15 Pond Life hooks
Task cards (Golden Nature
Data cards Guides)

30 Maps of the area
1 50.foot or 100-foot tape
4 Screens
Mar kers
Chart paper

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are desidned so that many cao be done individually or in combination,
depending upon the facilitators' objectives and time constraints,

It is suggested by the writers that continual plan revision he done by the people who use this plan.

I .3
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I ASK A (individuals or small groups)

Ai, you aopioach the water, observe and record your observations.

Plan rs

Animals

Air

Rocks

Water

Other

TASK B (individuals or groups/

Part 1

Using a collecting equipment (screens, jelly cups, etc.), collect as many types of aquatic animals as possible.
Put them in the white dishpans for observation by the group. (Keep the pans in a cool place.) When you
have finished, move on to Part 2 of the task. Try to identify the aquatic life found,

Part 2

Using the "Golden Nature Guide Pond Life" books, or similar field manuals, and picture keys on the other
side ot this card, generally identify the specimens you found.

List or sketch the animals you found. Return animals io water as soon as you have finished.

Description of where found Type (name or sketch) ; How many
{ Common

name

WATER INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976

WI 13



SOME SUB-SURFACE FRESH WATER ORGANISMS

BRYOZOAN
COLONY

Nourn

Ro I tom

',/1,1(Ac '/2 2 inchuo
11 35 1 /

LEECH

FAIRY SHRIMP i tn 12 5 cm

,!1!V
::-)1inrilet.\,..'"

P A NARIA

Adull

36"71.; I

12 8 cr,
1.4 AY FLY

.nch

11325 /

4.;.^

DAPHNIA

FRESH WATER
SHRIMP

SOME AQUATIC INSECTS

LO/co
If ',fart

9 inCh

12 3 /

"'Lorvo
loo,,d form:

C DDISFLY

CYCLOPS

WATER STRIDER

WHIRLIGIG BEETLE

MOSQUITO

BLACK FLY

STONE FLY

WI 14
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TASK 0 groups of 3-5)

Make Sore Everyone in Your Group Gets Involved in the Testing.

1. Using the water test kit, determine the water and air temperature, dissolved oxygen count, and pH of
the stream or pond.
Record the data below, using predictions from Task C.

Name of Stream, Pond or Lake:

r

1 Location of water sample Time
l ledge or middle of stream
I , r r r

Taken
banm or pont', etc.,

Temperature (°F or C

I
pH

Water Air
I

MY Actual My i Actual My Actual
test tired, test pred. ter

Usable
Oxygen (ppm)

(mg/liter)

My Ac"-ual
ple0.

7 r---

4--

2. MP.- )rpdu.-tivrty and Color
On ,;ISIS of the color you recorded tr, ask C and Table I (See Data Card reverse side), what can you
say ar- .1- this water?

. _

3. Light Pentratton (t)ond or lake)
My estimate of how far I could see into water (from Task C) is ft. (or meters).
Transparency of lake aml pond waters can he roughly determined by the use of a white and black plate
(called secchi disk), which is lowered on a line until it can no longer be seen. It is approximately 8
inches in diameter, painted white and black in alternative quadrants. Very little suniight pentrates below
the point at which the disk disappears,

Lower the Secchi disk into the water until it can no longer be seen. Measure depth from surface of the
water to the disk and record ft. (or meters).
On the basis of the depth of the Sec.chi disk and Table II, what can you say about the water?

4 Temperature Layering (pond or lake)
On tho hasis of the temperatures you recor tied fOr yolu pond, the season of year, ar,d the information

Tdhh, III, dewribe what you think is IrappenIng in thrawater now.

WATER INVESTIGATION !ask Cord
Forest Srrrvice 19/G

WI.1
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1

T ASK E lin grou,,'..;

Part 2. For Pond of Lake

Instructions for collecting and recording volume!, of water in trond or lake.

(For metric application, substitute meters for feet and liters fur gallons.)

1 Find the average drameter Irktance across) of thk! Oorld 10,:asure the length arul width of the ti .

inlay have to take several length and width measurements and pet average of them.

Pond w,ittln f t

Pond length f t

Total f t 2 ft Liven ape diameter I
Average d.aineter f t, x 3.14 4, So. ft. surface.

(arca of pond)

2. F riO rer average depth ur the purr, or lake Measure the depth in three placrIS along a line lti
duos,: Me owl.). ru-ai the mrdill, at. possible. Add these depths and divide by four (see
helowf trt get Me avera(e depth t 11 add, tirm,11 acctINICY IS dr!SIrr`d, repeat this process along ri. t

,i111,(1 annul nil rigo r esults 1
,t measurement f t

Seco,: measii emend I t.

me,eairement ft
Iota! _ft. . 4 ft (average depth)

NO TE The reason you take three depth measurements then divide by four ts to take Into
account the shallow areas of the stream. It can be explainer) by the loltowing example of a
drawing of a stream cross.wction. II depth in three places is A(S) 111101 and C(5'). (total
find an aye; age by dividing by three 20' 3 0 2.3. Now look - (let
which rs 5' lake total of dont'', 4 a,erug, dew r

trn r.trrtrthiltrir) rirrrnItyr, gdirn. dn pond.

X ft.
1'111,1 10 111,11(1 AVrrr WV' ('Pin trfIr f t.

cu 'ix / IT)
V. rI,,,,,, ii cu It Nurnt)er Ade,. water in pond

I A Lulu,: loot of water is the water in a container 1 foot wide, I foot Furth, and 1 foot lung, 7.413
A CAM: rIltrItIn of water IS the amount at a1riIllt.tIo., 1 "it-I, %%Mk. I metei ;I: a Id 1 meter long, n.
1.0(10 Ideri.1

1 i"iila tor computuei ,1111111111 11% lc,' f", n' water (No meter oriu.. mey mcluded)
.5ur fjCo I X

f ;rood in, eet A11111)u1)1! 111111111 In h-el Volume Cti I t.

V,11,;111.1 (111 f

43.560
(so, ft irt ar-ae

X 395,990
pat fO,it

acre feet tit sA,rater

NuirlfeTif °Ions irl oonit

5 Ihe average person uses about 200 gallons I 757 iders/ of 1:Liter a day for home use, I This does not
odlect each twt son's share of ',Nator used for paltal,c )t.cpcos and mdostrial and commetcial oses14 In
wile! to f Ind out how marry people CollId got thear water needs L.rr 1 clay from this pond, complete
tho L010:41)11 calf:A.114,0ns.

Cr.11:.n'' Ii yri.itr'r Arncuint ,if
11 the 041,111

)11 11 I 11111 at 1011

r

5 0

\ A' I 2 0

Total number of people whoTaaold
((et daily water needs from the,
pond



TASK F. (small groups)

Descrihe whic '/011 think a watershed is.

Find your location on this stream (pond, lake) on the map.
Where does the water come from?
Where does it go?
Draw lines around the boundaries of our watershed. We are in the

watershed.

What ilk I (1,- ..Yatershed might change the characteristics of this water?

Activity Ways the activity might change the characteristics of the water

WATER INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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TASK G (individuals or small groups)

In addition to the factors we have collected information about today, list others that influence the way
water is used.

Factor Who Is Involved Influence on Water

Select one or two of the above factors and describe what you might do to become involved in determining
how the woter will he used in your home, community, county, etc,

WI 211



a lesson plah for

SOME FOREST INVESTIGATIONS

Set this stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time. For example, "In this
session we will develop some skills in collecting, recording, and interpreting data about the forest, and then communi-
cate these interpretations using different methods and processes."

Note to facilitator: E3oth the metric and English systems of measurement are included in the lesson plan. If it has not
already been determined, yOU should discuss and decide with the group which system will be used.

I. OBSERVING AND INFERRING WITH CROSS SECTIONS.

Distribute cross sections of trees 4" - 6" (10 - 15 cm.) in diameter that show a variety of growth patterns and
influences (fire, insects, etc.).

Have people spend a few minutes looking at the cross sections (5 minutes).

Questions and Oiscussions

1. "What are some of the things you noticed about the cross section?" (List on board.)

2. Point to two or three items from the list that deal with growth characteristics and rings (varing widths of
growth riiigs, center not in the middle, etc.).
"What ar some possible reas ons for ?" (Select some observations.)

3. "In general, what could growth rings tell us about a group of trees?" (competition, climate, temperature)

4. Pass out Tasks A and B. "This is what we just did and here is the task card for your reference later."
Refer to the Inforrnation on Task A about tree growth rings.

,

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service

1976
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II. COLLECTING AND INTERPRETING DATA ABOUT TREE GROWTH RATES AND COMPETITION

Task C (with tree cores) requires preparation by the facilitator before the session.

A tree stand should be selected for study, four to five trees tagged, numbered, and bored, and their diameters
taken. Trees to be selected should show effec= of environmental conditionsinjury, overcrowding, lack of
sunlight, etc. The tagged and numbered trees mould be bored with an increment borer by the facilitator
ahead of time. Cores should be numbered corresponding to numbers on trees. Taping tree cores to cardboard
with see-through scotch tape or in plastic straws will help keep them longer if liquid resin is not available. In
any event, keep the numbered cores and trees-tc use again. This eliminates the necessity of reboring thetrees.

You may be able to find and use stumps of trees that grow under a variety of competititon influences, instead
of using tree cores.

Steps 1-3 in Task C are aH planning steps in setting up an investigation and should be done away from the study
trees.

Questions and Discussion

1. "Observe the tree core that your.group has been given and record the information in steP 1 of Task C." Pass
out hand lenses, pencils, the numbered tree cores taped to cardboard, and Task C.

TASK C °MA of 4 5,

I Otmetve itte Co, vuor woup ha, bean wen and 1.010 the .nlottnaSon
See rlt,vinri of tree Core to h..lo IntruHet the tree cote You have heen tpveh

Nurnhel of dark
confer to line, Hemnrk, nbuut the rulq p,uprn,

DRAWING OF TYPICAL TREE CORE

CENTER START COUNTING HERE LAST YEARS CROWT LI BARK

Whe, qruu,n, t' NI the ono 0e,r111 from the qr.., thoulot Out th.sIntOrtnnt.oh
tho 10.1,1hodol Chnf I sh.111,e 16 Insk C. 7

14,,A U the folJc,,.q Amit tree 4:wet truth the m,ler Mart Instructof wII (If ovide the
Inatwte, mf,1,nhon

tl
treo
It, 11

2

rol, fow A,/ .1.4 1,f,..4 4, 44". .."'

.Orth.1 the I et

Fl .2



2. Have each group tell you the information for the number of dark rings from center to bark and remark
ahout the ring pattern while you record on the large chart (see Task C, step 2). "What does this tell us about
the trees these cores came from?"

3. Now put the diameters on the large chart and have everyone record them on Task C, step 2. Ask, "Now what
does this added information tell us?"

4. "Go on to Task C, step 3. Pick out two or three trees from the chart that show differences in growth and
set up an investigation to find out why there are differences."

5. Have the groups take Task C to the area where the trees are tagged and numbered. Have them spend 10-15
minutes doing the investigation and completing Task C, step 4.

6. (Outdoors) When all groups are finished, ask for a 2-3 minute summary from each group. "What did you
find out?"

7. "What are some of the major factors that you think are affecting the growth of this forest?"

8. "What does the information tell us about the past events of this environment?"

III. OBSERVING EVIDENCE OF CHANGE

Pass out Task D.

Questions and Discussion

1. "What evidence of change (natural and manmade) might there be in this environment?"

2. "Spend the next 20 minutes looking for evidences of change and recording them on Task D."

TASK D

Look for evidence of change (natural and manmade) in the environrnent.
Record and fill out other columns.

Evidence of changes in the I What might have caused
environment them? Effect on the environment

Questions and Discussion

"What evidences did you find?" Have group develop a total list. Record on chart in front of total group, if
possible,

2. "Whdt could we do with this list?" This is a key question.

3. "Get into groups and put the whole list into a sequence." (Possible activity)

FI-3
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IV. OBSERVING AND RECORDING THINGS ABOUT A ROTTEN LOG OR STUMP

Move the group to a rotten stump or log.

1. "Let's focus in on one evidence of change in this rotten log (stump)."

2. Pass out hand lenses and demonstrate how to use them (many people live never used one before).

3. Pass out Task E. "Notice that on Task E it says, 'Do not tear the stump apart!' Why do you think this note
is there? Spend 10 minutes observing the log and recording your observations on and interpretations of
Task E."

TASK E (individuals or groups)

Do Not Tear The Stump Apart!

1. Recoul your observations and ideas below.

'Living thing; Effect on stump

'Nonliving things Effect on stump

2. In the space below, constrnct a diagram of one of the 'cycles taking tflace in the rotten log or stump:

'You define the word cycle any way you want to.

5 G
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Otiestiow, 1.)hcio,sion

1. A,-,k tot volunteers to share what their diiigrarn or cycle looks like. If appropriate, comment how people
detined ,tnd Mush atdd the word cycle differently.

V. COMMUNICATING INTERPRETATIONS THROUGH SKETCHING AND WRITING.

Ch.dr demi skiitching paper and pieces of ch.arcoal from a campfire or fireplace.

Ouestions and Discussion

1. "Sketch the log or stump you just studied, using charcoal from a campfire or fireplace. Other sketching
materials will be given to you as you work," Subject of sketch depends on the environment. It can be
anything thdt is significant about the area, a rotten log, storey, snag, old homestead, fence, barn, city
building, transmission tower, ot freeway.

2. While people are sketching, go around and give them rotten wood, brown dandelion leaves, green dandelion
flowers, and other goodies in season,

3. II you're not in the woods, improvise.

Begin this part when about half the people finish their sketch.

Questions and Discussion

1. "Use your pencil or pen. Find a place on your sketch (across the bottom, or down the side) to write some
things as I give you the directions."

2. Give these rlirections to the group:

"Wr te two descriptive words about the stump (words that ten what it looks like)." Reoeat instructions,

h. "Write three ziction words about the stump (words that describe processes or changes taking place, or
things happening to it)." Repeat instructions.

C. "Now write a short phrase that tens how the stump affects the rest of the environment (a phrase
describing its value or usefulness or a phrase describing any thought you have about the stump)."
Repeat insofictions.

(I. "Wr ite one word that sums up everything about the stump (a word that suggests a comparison, an
iiidlogy, or synonym)." Repeat instructions.

e. (Optional) "Now, if you wish, go hack and give a title to ,vhat you have written."

"Congratulations. You have just written a poem about the stump or whatever you sketched."

3. Rive teiool,) rind their writings if they wish.



VI. TRANSFERRING THE PROCESS TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTS

This could be done inside, depending on outside conditions. The same processes could be used to investigate
other environments.

TASK F

List some other things in this environment that could help us further interpret the forest.

Things in the forest What it can tell us about the forest

Identify and list some Of the methods and processes we use(1 today in our investigation.

Describe how VW: coi!ld use these methods and processes in another environment to find out more about it
(city, schoolyard, etc./.

VII. SUMMARY

1. Discuss Task F.

2. "What did we find out about the environment in our session today?" (List on chart, if there is time.)

3. "How are these things important to the way we manage the environment?"

4. "How can we surnmari7e our investigations and discussions today?"

5. You may want the group to describe in writing how they felt about this session.

VIII. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

1. AS a result of these activities, each participant should he able to:

a. List at least three observations about the cross-section provided, and infer possible reasons for each
observation.

h. Describe ways to set up an investigation to find out more about the above observations and inferences.

FI-6



c. Set up an investigation (collect and record (Iata) to find out reasons for growth rate differences in a
given stand of trees.

d. Descr ihe activities appropriate to other environments for interpreting the landscape.

e. Identify and list at least three evidences of change in the environment, and infer the causeand-etfect
relationships of those changes.

f. Construct a diagram of a cycle in a 'rotten stump.

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

2 As a result of these activities each participant should be able to:

a. Describe how he or she feels about one change in this environment.

b. Communicate feelings of awareness by constructing a sketch ot a given object in the environment,
using natural materials,

c. Communicate feelings, awareness, and values by describing in writing the effect of a given object on the
environment.

IX. EQUIPMENT NEEDED (for a class of 30 people)

30 Cross sections of trees
6 Increment cores (preferably in plastic) from numbered trees

30 Hand lenses (optional)
30 Pieces of sketching paper

Lab sheets
Task cards
Natural materials for sketching

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are designed so that many can be done individually or in combina-
tion, depending upon the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.

It is suggested by the mitt:is that continual plan revision be done by the people who use this plan.

FI.7
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TASK A (work in small groups)

Write down some things you notice about the cross sections.

TASK B (work in small groups)

Select three observations about the cross sections from the group list.
List possible reasons for these observations.
List ways you could set up an investigation to find out more about your observations and inferences.

Observation
(What you noticed)

2.

3.

Inferences Investigations
(Possible reasons for this) (How we could find out)

Tree Rings Inforrnation.

The current year's growth is the ring next to the cambium layer just inside the bark. The rapid spring
growth is a lighter color that the growth made in the summer, so one light and one dark ring makes one
year's growth. It is easier to see and count the summer wood or dark rings to determin e age of a stump
or log of a tree when it was cut.

These rings are easily counted on the stumps of cut trees,

FI9

6 0

How old was this tree when it was
cut? __The dark rings are summer
wood and the light rings are spring
wood. One light and one dark ring makes
one year's growth.

Forest Investigation Task Card
Forest Service 1976



( . (groups of 4.5)

Observe the tree core your group has been given and record the information,
See th owing of tree Core to help inter wet the tree core you have been given.

rree
Numher of dark wry,
from center to hal k
(approx. age)

Remarks ahout the ring patterns

DRAWING OF TYPICAL TREE CORE

CENTER- START COUNTING HERE LAST YEAR'S GROWTH u BARK

""JI IIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111111

2 :11,i1;) I.e. fricMiltill the information, one person from the group should put th s information
on too hhckhodrd or easel board. Chart shopH he like Task C, step 2.

Rec:ord the following information about tree cores from the master chart. Instructor will provide the
diameter information.

f ree :7

1

2

3

4

5

6

Number of dark rings
Irorrl center to bark
(approx. age)

Diameter of
tree truok
(cir. 3)

Remarks about the ring pattern

3 Set op an invastigation to find (lut reasons for some of the differences in the data.
a Select two or three trees from the list that show differences in growth rates.
h. Which trees (fid you select? (indicate by number)
c Why clid you select these trees?

4 Go with your group to the site of the trees you selected for investigation.

Collecting and recording data Record your observations.

h Interpreting data: fiecol IiOSSnIilc nterprotations of the above data.

I: Summarizing your movestigation. '..Nrite your (if otin's summary below, including:

What you wer.! Tr ying to find oot
CMlit!1,:ti!d

yml
701,1 ,Iht,ItIt your irivestrgotion.

,10
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TASK D

Look for evidence of change (natural and manmade) in the environment.
Record and fill out other columns.

Evidence of changes in the
environment

What might have caused
thorn? f f ec t on the environment

TASK E (individuals or groups)

Do Not Tear The Stump Apart!

1. Record your ohservations and ideas below.

Living things Effect on stump

"Nonliving things Effect on stump

._J

2. In the space below, construct a diagram of one of the.cycles taking place in the rotten log or stump:

'You define the word cycle any way you want to.

F1-11
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TASK F

List some other things in this environment that could help us further interpret the forest.

Things in the forest What it can tell us about the forest

Identify arid list some.of the methods and processes we used today in our investigation.

Describe how we could use these methods and processes in another environment to find out more about it
(city, schoolyard, etc.).

6 3
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a lesson plan for

INVESTIGATING SOME ANIMALS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT

Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place. For example, say: "During this lesson we
will collect and interpret information that will help us identify some relationships that exist between animals and their
environment in this area."

Note to facilitator: Both the metric and English systems of measurement are included in the lesson plan. If it has not
already been determined, you should discuss and decide with the group which system will be used.

I. OBSERVING AND MEASURING ANIMAL SIGHTINGS AND EVIDENCE

Questions and Discussion

1. "What animals would we expect to find living in this area? (Vertebrate, invertebrate)

2. "What are the needs of these animals?"

3. "What are some names of the places where animals live?"

4, "Where would you look for animals around here?"

5. "What habitat conditions exist in this area that would be important to the animals?" (Vegetation, soils,
moisture relationships, temperature)

6. "What evidence might we find that animals have been here?" (Sightings, sounds, smells, tracks, droppings,
nests, burrows, partially eaten food)

7. "What are some guidelines that we need to consider so our investigation will cause the least impact on the
environment?" List on task A.

Pass out Task A and go over instructions. (30 minutes)

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service

1976

AI-1



TASK A (individuals or small groups)

1. List guidelines to use in rninimizing the impact you will have on the environment while doing this
task.

2. Explore as many places as you can from to and record any animals
or evidence, or signs of animals (feathers, nests, scat, tracks, partly consumed food, etc.) and the
numbers of each.

3. Observe and list different habitats for animals in the area (grass, cultivated fields, hedges, etc.)

4. List animal foods observed in the area.

AI-2
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Questions and Discussion

1. Discuss Task A.

2. Pass out Task B and go over instructions. (30-45 minutes)
Have the group use the area used in Task A as one habitat if you want to.

U. COMPARING HABITATS

TASK B (small groups)

1. Select three different habitats in this area and record the data in the chart. Give each habitat a name
based upon the characteristics that you record.

Habitat I

_
II II I

Characteristics

rName of Habitat

Name and numbers of
animals or evidence

2. What could account for the similarities and difference among habitats?

Questions and Discussion

1. "What habitats did you explore?"

2. Break into three groups and have each group put the data for one habitat from Task B on a large piece of
paper. Have each group put their display up and report on it (characteristics, animals there, or evidence).
Use three different habitats. Record responses on board.

3. "What could account for the differences and similarities of the habitats?"

4. "What are some other animals that might live in the different habitats?"

5. "After looking at this information and our discussions, what can we say about habitats?"

AI-3
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III. OBSERVING AND DISCUSSING ANIMAL ADAPTATIONS

"Animais are adapted to their environment in many ways. What characteristics of an animal would we look at
in determining why it lives in a particular habitat?"

Pass out Task C and go over instructions. Discuss Task C when group has finished. (20-30 minutes)

TASK C

List some things about the animals in this area that would enable them to live here.

Think about the characteristic% traits, and adaptations of the animals you have found in this area or that
we would expect to find living here.
Fill in the following chart.

Animal

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Things that enable them to live here (characteristics,
traits, adaptations)

How it helps them live here

Optional Activities
If appropriate, during these activities say something such as: "The purpose of these activities is not necessarily to

name the animals, although many of you know them from past experience. The purpose is to observe the different
parts of animals up close and to make some inferences about where they live, what they eat, etc. If you are interested
in the names of these animals, there are specific books on animal identification.

1. Animal Adaptation (20 minutes)

This activity can be done with the actual animal parts (skulls, pelts, stuffed mammals, and birds) or by using
pictures of different animals cut or copied from encyclopedias, national wildlife magazines, Golden Nature
Guides, Peterson field guides, etc.

Put the following parts of animals into separate piles and have about three or four participants around each pile.

5-6 skulls (carnivores, omnivores, herbivores)
5-6 study specimens (weasel, skunk, mole, chipmunk)
5-6 pelts (bobcat, coyote, fox, other raccoon)
5-6 birds (woodpecker, grossbeak, flicker, bluejay, hummingbird)

a. Adaptations of one part of an animal

Te)l participants to list any types of adaptations that they can observe that will help infer: What type of-
habitat the animal might live in, where in the food chain it might be, and where this animal might live in the
environment (names of animals are not important). Each group will then rePort their findings to the other
groups.

AI4
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At the end of each presentation, ask any questions that migh draw more information out of the group. For
example, if the group didn't infer that the coyote and fox had developed the sense of smell, sight, and hearing
because of a long nose, forward eye sockets and large ears, ask the group: "On the bask observable character-
istics, which senses do you think have been highly developed in these two animals?" (If groups ask you
questions about animal's names, etc., tell them to wait until we try to put some of the different group's
reports together.)

b. Matching pelts and skulk

Put three or four skulk and the matchiing 7.)elts or study specimens in the center of all four groups. Tell them,
"Would somebody please match the skull: with the other parts of the animals?" Let the group solve the task
without help from the facilitator.

,frer they have finished this part, say: "Each group had only part of an animal, so, on the basis of observablE
haracteristics, they could only make certain inferences. Now, by adding another part of the animal and by
iooling each group's observations, we know more about the animal."

c. Constructing a food chain using animal parts

"Let's try something else." Put the mole, chipmunk, weasel, and coyote skulls and bobcat skin in a pile.
Tell them, "Wouldkomebody build a food chain from these parts of animals." After they have done that,
say, "We have now put more data together to further interpret our information about these animals."
Perhaps let each person draw or sketch the food chain.

2. Classifying Tooth and Mouth Adaptations for Focd Use (20 minutes)

a. Developing a key

Give each group of five to eight a group of four to six skulls to classify. Among the skulls to classify it is
desirable to have those from carnivores !fox, bobcat), herbivores (muskrat, chipmunk), and omnivores
(bear, racoon)

Instructions:
"Observe the skulls that you have been given. Look at the characteristics of their teeth and/or mouth."
"Place the skulls into two piles on the basis of similarity and difference of their tooth or mouth character-
istics. Try to use observations rather than inferences."
"Make a large key on flip chart paper, starting with the two piles that you've made. Write the reason for
the two piles you've made."
"Continue to divide the two piles into two more piles and write the reason.
Continue dividing the skulls until each has been singled out."

4 Skulls

2 Skulls 2 Skulls

Those with Those without

Those Those Those Those
with without with wit!lout

SkuH Skull Skull Ski. II

"Leave your skulls and key and rotate to a key which another group has made. Try to place their
animal skulls in the appropriate places On their key."

Al-5
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b. (iwupiN skulls by tooth structure

"Using the observations you made in developing your key, place the skulls in the three following categories:"

- Mainly sheering back teeth that cut like scissors - carnivore (meat-cutting)

Mainly grinding back teeth, like human back teeth herbivore ;--,ant-eating)

Both grinding and sheering back teeth, or teeth modified to do both cutting and grinding omnivore
(plant- and meat.eating).

, IV. EXPLORING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ANIMALS AND SOME ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Food Chains

"One relationship among animals living in a particular environment is a food chain showing what animals eat
and who (ats them,"

1. "What characteristics of an animal would we look at to determine what it eats?"

2. "What characteristics of an animal woukl we look at to determine what other animals eat it?"

. Whdt do we -nedn r.re talk about predator/prey relationships?"

Pass out Task D and go over instructions. (10 minutes)

Pi the IformitiOil ftml 1.1,1, A arid II iarvottct laa,t fivestaUe cham thal show,
lat4latDr/orey ftlatmnships.

Questions and Discussion

1. Have groups share their food chains.

2. "How can numbers of animals help you determine a animal's position in the food chain?"

3. "How can arernal adaptations help you determine a anirnal's position in the food chain?"

Energy Cycle

1. "Food chains illustrate the movernmt of energy through a portion of the environment,"

2 "What do you think wmild happwi to the fowl chain if that was the extent of energy flow in the environ
rowW"

3. rh,rik dhow the diagram in Task E place the ippropriati, organisms from your habitat in the appropriate
places am aw tows.-

Pi' ont t lb mmutes1
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TASK U

1_st tne aria-nals or their evidences you have seen in the appropriate places in this diagram. Put in arrows.
Whal other words and ways call you think of to illustrate a siMild, cycle)

Nun lents

Plants

Death

Decomposers
(bacteria, fungi)

ilcut woold if the qiflulli vrcre elirrhhaterl'

Herbivores
(plant eaters1

Carnivores
(meat eaters)

Questions and Discussion

1, "What is the function of each part of the energy cycle?"

2. "What do you think would happen if the group you selected was removed from this ecosystem?"

3. "How does the energy cycle relate to a food chain?"

4. If no one talked about the decomposers, ask what they think would happen if that group were eliminated,

Relationship of Animals to the Environment

1. Pass out Task F and animal data cards, "Select one animal of your choice or use one of the animal cards and
evaluate the area as to the suitability of the area for that animal." Ask people to take different animals so the
area is evaluated for a variety of animals, Have reference guides to get information about different animals.

2. "Many times we use only our own value system in evaluating things for other people or purposes. It may
help you, therefore, to do this task for the animal you picked by assuming the role of that animal." (30
minutes)

Al 7
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FASK

Woi king with another pei son, evaluate this area for one animal. Fill out the animal data card below before
dding tht: task, or use the data tor one animal on the back of this card.

Animal Data ANIMAL

Where it lives

Food needs

Predators

Other (adaptability to man, life span,
reproduction rate, etc.)

1. How would you rate the area for the animal's following needs:

a. General habitat

b. Winter and summer food supply

c. Evidence of predators for your animal

U. Other factors

2. How many of your assigned animals or their evidences did you find in the area?

List some relationships you think exist among the animals of the same species already living
there.

How might the animals react to others of the same species moving in?

3. Which of the habitat types will these animals use?

Where will they probably locate home, nest, den or burrow? Why?

4 What are sollle ways that this species of animal affects this environment?

5. Summaole how the animal assigned to you might react to living in this environment.

Questions and Discussion

1. "What do you think are some of the relationships among animals that live in this area?"

2. On the basis of our observations and discussion so far, how can we summarize the relationship between
animals and thoir environment?"

AI.8
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V. DISCUSSING CHANCES IN ANIMAL HABITATS

Questions and Discjssion

1. "Are habitats always the same?"

2. "What kinds of influences can cause changes?"

Pass out Task G. (10 minutes)

TASK G

Describe in writing three influences that you observed that have changed the habitats in this area
and the cause and effect relationships that occurred.

Consider.
a. idence of change, influence that cause it
b What the area may have looked like before the change occurred and the animals that

lived there then
c. What the area looks like now and what animals live there
d. How the change affected the habitat and the animal species that did and do live there.

Questions and Discussion

1. Have individuals read their descriptions and compare different descriptions.

2. What evidences did you find that show man's influence in this area?

VI. COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES

Go on to Task H. (10-15 minutes)

TASK 1-1 (individuals or small groups}

In ,iddition to the factors we have collected information about today, list others that af fcct the wildlife
and their habitat.

Factor Who Is Involved Influence on Animal

AI.9
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Ask for responses from Task H and discuss.

Optional Activity - Designing a Model Animal

"In our investigations today we have discussed some adaptations that animals have for living successfully in
their environment. Let's put these adaptations together and design a model animal to live in one habitat found
here."

Instructions: "Working in pairs, design a model animal that you feel would be best adapted to one habit found
here. When you have finished, give your animal a name that seems to sum up its characteristics."

"Consider the following ideas in your sketch and identify the parts of the animal.that you designed for the
items listed below and any other items you consider:"

1. Adaptations for food gathering
2. Adaptations for defense, protection
3. Adaptations for seasonal changes
4. Major foods required (kind and amount)
5. Amount of habitat required for needs
6. Value of animal to environment,

VII. SUMMARY

1. Discuss results of Task H.

2. "What did we find out about animals in our field study session today?"

3. "Why are animals important in the environment ?"

4. "How can we summarize our discussion and investigations today?"

5, "What methods and processes did we use in our investigations toda??"
(This may be useful for the first field session to identify processes used in the investigation.)

6. You may want the participants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about it."

VIII. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcomes in Terms of Knowledge

1. As a result of these activities, you should be able to:

a. Identify and describe three different habitat types
b, Identify and describe six different animal adaptations
c, Construct a diagram of a food chain or an energy cycle using the evidences of animal life observed
ci. Describe possible adaptations of certain animals that enable them to live in a particular environment.

Behavioral Outcomes in Terms of Feelings, Awareness, Values and Action

1. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a. Evaluate one habitat for a particular species of animal
b, Describe three things that come down in everyday life that will make the energy cycle and consumer

habits more efficient and that will cause the least amount of harm to the ecosystem
c. Design and sketch an animal well adapted to a particular habitat.

Al.10
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IX. EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Golden Nature Guides zoology, mammals, fishes, reptiles, and amphibians

Task Cards

Animal data cards
Four or five each of animal skulls, skins, study mammals, birds, or pictures of the different parts of animals
(for optional activities)

The tasks and discussion topic in this lesson are designed so that many can be done individually or in combination,
depending on the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.

It is suggested by the writers that continual plan revision be done by the people who use this plan.

AI 1 I



TASK A (individuals or small groups)

1. List guidelines to use in minimizing the impact you will have on the environment while doing this
task.

2. Explore as many places as you can from to , and record any animals
or evidence, or signs of animals (feathers, nests, scat, tracks, partly consumed food, etc.) and the
numbers of each.

3. Observe and list different habitats for animals in the area (grass, cultivated fields, hedges, etc.)

4. List animal foods observed in the area.

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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TASK B (small groups)

1. Select three different habitats in this area and record the data in the chart. Give each habitat a name
based upon the characteristics that you record.

1Habitat
f-

Charactere.itics

Name of Habitat

Name and numbers of
animals or evidence

2. What could account for the similarities and difference among habitats?

TASK C

List some things about the animals in this area that would enable them to live here.

Think about the characteristics, traits, and adaptations of the animals you have found in this area or that
we would expect to find living here.
Fill in the following chart.

4.

Animal Things that enable them to live here (characteristics,
traits, adaptations)

How it helps them live here

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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TASK D

Using the information from Tasks A and B, construct at least a five-stage food chain that shows
predator/prey relationships.

TASK E

Li St the animals or their evidences you have seen in the appropriate places in this diagram. Put in arrows.
What other words and ways can you think of to illustrate a similar cycle?

Nutrients

Plants

Death

Decomposer!
(bacteria, fungi)

What yould h,ouen if the group were eliminated?

Herbivores
(plant eaters)

Carnivores
(meat eaters)

AI.1(3



IASK F

Working with another person, evaluate this area for one animal. Fill out the animal data card below Lefore
doimj the task, or use the data for one animal on the back of this card.

Animal Data ANIMAL

Where it lives

Food needs

Predators

Other (adaptability to man, life span,
reproduction rate, etc

1. How would you rate the area for the animal's following needs:

a. General habitat

h. Winter and summer food supply _

c. Evidence of predators for your animal

d. Other factors

2. Flow many of your assigned animals or their evidences did you find in the area?

List some relationships you think exist among the animals of the same species already living
there.

How might the animals react to others of the same species moving in?

3. Which of the habitat types will these animals use?

Where will they probably locate home, nest, den or burrow? Why?

4. What are some ways that this species of animal af fects this environment?

5. Summarize how the animal assigned to you might react to living in this environment.

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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TASK G

Describe in writing three influences that you observed that have changed the habitats in this area
and the cause and effect relationships that occurred.

Consider:
i. Evithmce of change, influence that cause it
b. What the area may have looked hke before the change occurred and the animals that

lived there then
c. What the area looks like now and what animals live there
d. How the charige affected the habitat and the animal species that did and do live there.

TASK H (individuals or small groups)

In adchtion to the factors we have collected information about today, list othei's that affect the wildlife
and their habitat.

Factor Who Is Involved Influence on Animal

ANIMAL INVESTIGATION Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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a lesson plan for

A LAND USE SIMULATION

Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place. For example, "During this activity, we
will participate in a simulation game concerning land use in a hypothetical community, analyze what we have done,
and discuss some ideas and ways for you to develop your own simulation game about local environmental issues or
concerns." The techniques combine elements of simulations, games, and role-playing. Participants assume the roles

'of decisionmakers in a sirnulated environment and compete for certain objectives according to specified procedures
and rules.

Note to facilitator: Both the metric and English systems ot measurement are included in the lesson plan. If it has not
already been determined, you should discuss and decide with the group which system will be used.

I. NAMING. RECORDING, AND CLASSIFYING POSSIBLE USE OF LAND

1, Distribute Task A. Read the problem to the group and then have them read the given information on Task A
and list possible uses of the land to meet the city's needs.

2. "The problem is to identify some possible uses for the 1 square mile (640 acres, or 259 hectares) of county
farmland, 4 miles northeast of the city."
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Questions and Discussion

When rnost people have started to write down uses on Task A, go ahead with question 1.

1. "What are some possible uses for the undeveloped land?" As people respond, write all comments just as
they are said. Instead of paraphrasing if they are too wordy, ask: "How shall I write that on the chart?"
List all suggestio.!s, specific or general. Number the items as you go along, to, simplify identification later.

When you feel that you have enough material, go on to question 2.

2. "Which of these possible uses are similar?" Designate similar uses by letters, symbols, or colors. When most
are designated, or the group seems to run out of thoughts, stop. Change items among categories if the partici-
pants change their minds. Do not get bogged down in the details of grouping. For example, if some people
think one use should be in another category, then put that use in both categories and go on to the next
step.

3. "What label could we give to all the items in the same category?" (Recreation, industrial, utilities, housing,
cornrnercial.)

II. DEVELOPING AND GIVING PRESENTATIONS

1 Divide the group into the number of land use categories identified, with not more than eight persons per
section. Assign one of the categories to each group for them to represent. One way to set up groups is to
have the t:tal group count off by the number of categories identified.

2. Pass out Task B. Inform the participants, "You have 10 minutes Lo list arid analyze the advantages and dis-
advantages of possible uses for the vacant land in the assigned category. You may consider those listed on
the board plus any other possible uses you can think of in your category." It is important to stress that this
task is to just analyze the uses of the land.

TASK B (in groups)

Group Assigned Category of Land Use

Your only task is to analyze and list possible mnsequences of di`ferent land uses within your assigned
land use category. Do not decide which is the best use.

Use Advantages to I and/people Disadvantages to land/people

LS-2
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3. (After about 10 minutes) "Your next task is to develop a land use category." (About 20 minutes) After
each group has started their planning (5-10 minutes), go to step 4. If all the directions are given at first,
many groups start drawing a map before considering different land uses.

4. a. "We have just received word that because of the current workload from reading environmental impact
statements, the members of the Board of County Commissioners have all resigned. Each group has one
minute to elect one member to represent them on the Board."

b. One of the facilitators takes the new Board members to another room and:

Passes out Task C and reviews it with them
Tells them they have 15 minutes until the group meeting starts
Has them concentrate on evaluation criteria first
Tells the Board to elect a chairperson to preside during the group presentation
Instructs the chairperson to read over the announcements at the bottom of Task C to the whole group
Decides which staff person will be the timekeeper.

- -

TASK Hoard inn:others only/

Hile Mlle 10 unused ruinntry farmland, four miles northeast of the city, is IloW available lor the city's use.-

I Usavn Mos informaton, your task is to
Develoir CI 001,1 tO evaluate the proposals,

Develoni a system to f I!Cord VOW eIVZ1111,1t1,111 of each proposal.

Blckgrourel Information Sheet Fr,, Centerplace
City

f tie p m0,11,11100 is 250,000 diti1 rapidly in

ereasmo.

I he city's tlflullui,If 10/ Ili: being ex tended,
but rile Slit/Mr/XI hinge IS eXParirting
Nr,,1 innate rapidly.

I he rapid population growth is accompained
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Tint:power 10: 10410Ilial ailf.riudle public
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Group Making Presentation

categwy I
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The gravel bed of the Inver is appropriate raw
material for concrete manufacture.

The present sewage treatment plant and gar
haw disposal area are at man lawful capacity.

The crtitens of Center place are concerned about
the rtiaintenarice of a Scenlie regional
enlvirornment,

The County Board of CommIssioners is the
authority for land toning, and many citizens'
groups developing ar v being fon med to
influence zoning decisions.
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Criteria to Evaluate Proposal
(Ratiny)

. .

4
5

Frei: t ui ntlanorson tim {newt,. diu mg the presentations to the group and tO run the meeting in an orderly manner. (5 Minutes) AnnounCernenitl to LX! made
tny nhaurper son

BoCAIIIII. ml ',IMP. comb amts, thole will be Ito rebuttal after presentabons.
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YOU nave 3 minutes to give your presentation. Youl will tY1 given a Will 'WI when you have I numite lel t
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Atter the Board leaves the room, make this announcement.

"You have about 15 minutes to finish your plan arid develop a 3-minute presentation to be made to the
CountyBoaid of Commissioners. Your 3-minute presentation must include a visual display, such
land LISP map, as a part of your presentation, arid rnore than One person in each gioup roust participate in
making the presentation." Pass out mar kers and large paper to each gioup.

5 When all groups are ready, have the Board enter the room and sit at the I font. The chairperson makes the
armotincements irom Task C and sticks to them, in order to keep the process moving. The timekeeper is to
Jtoji all presentations at 3-minutes and give 1-minute warnings.

B. When the prtisentations are finished, the Board retires for 5 to 10 minutes to select the best proposal.

7. "While the Board is meeting, each group is to develop a list of criteria that they think should be used in
evaluating the plans submitted." Pass out Task C to use in developing the criteria,

8. The County Boaid rin-enters the room, reads their criteria aloud, annoi:nces their decision, and reads criteria
. used in making the decision. Board adjourns.

Person in charge must move rapidly to the next question to rh.oid shouting matches between losing groups.
Have Board members return to the groups who selected them. The main purpose is to evaluate the process,
not to get bogged down in the content of the issue.

Questions and Discussion

1. "What additional data would you have liked to have for planning your group's proposal?"

,r examples, list on boat d: Topography, vegetation, economy of area, railroad, shopping center , adjacent
land, climate, soil survey, historical information, flood plain, wildlife, interest of board of control, money
available, educational needs, regulations by State, existing zoning, political climate, population information
(age needs, race, jobs).

2. "Where would you go to collect information on these J.)pics?"

3. Point out to the group that this is one of the rnost important parts of the activity because it emphasizes
that we need a variety of information and data before we can intelligently make a land management or
environmental decision to best meet the needs of people and their environment. This list has many of the
elements tlm: need to be considered in studying a local environmental issue or concern. It also includes
elements ol ;ill the curriculum subject areas (social studies, science, language, arts, etc.). We have to use,
thererore, the total community as a classroom or learning environment to collect the information.

4. Discuss any case histories of teachers or groups using this approach.

ANALYZING CHARACTERISTICS OF SIMULATIONS

(Have on char tl "One group.of people working with simulation games has identified at least three basic
ch.]) actin istics oI most simulation games:

"There is a clearly defined problem.

2. "There are factors that influence the decision.

3. ''There are individuals and groups interested in the decision.'

IV. DEVELOPING YOUR OWN SIMULATION GAME

1. "The most exciting simulation games are ones people develop themselves, on the basis of local environmental
issues in theii community, State or region.-

LS-4



2. "Can you think of some current environmental issues in your own Common tY around which you could
develop a game?" Call for responses.

3. "For tne next 30 minutes, work with one or two other people to develop the format for a simulation game
based on a local land use issue or topic of your choice. At the end of the time, we would like to hear from
several of you about what you have developed." Hair: copies of current newspaper articles available if
participants want to use them. Pass out Task D.

TASK D (groups of 2 Or 3)

DEVELOPING A SIMULATION GAME

(keel newspaper article aboot a local environmental land LISIT problem, di:velop the for mat of a
,mularon game. considen inn) the following items:

Idenhfication 0 jut prohlem on ssue to he decided Op011

I ),,,! i011 (If SOTO) f ac))))S having an ,nflueric-t on the decision

lerwficatron of indrvidual or group Tole; oeople 5,0005 that will be affected by, of
alte,astd inn. Ow tifibl,!in

0))1! ))1,1q; yOu IT'Idy want to constder r 'Ipor,i0;m,t) Fomulatton games'

1.-...,tahl,Onn..t of eondi two( for the pInyntr I notnnq procedures. ava lable nesoorces, money, etc.)

Development of ';oecitnc gc.als or ohlechves fon player:

I ncli)Si. 1r) of limos, or role, fon- .,.,f,( S permep,,ihlo f(n_91,15,))) (OM.) f Rd)). i101n I Sy SWIM

41110Catitoin,,, !qr. )
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V. SUMMARY

1. Discuss Task D.

2. "How can you use the techniques in this session in your job situation? In the classroom?"

3. "How could a game like this develop decisionmaking skills in environmental management?"

4. "How can we take this process arx.I use it to involve the public in social and political decisionmaking action
projects in the community?"

5. "How can we summarize the use of simulation games in environmental interactions?"

6. "Simulation games can help people to understand problems in the onvirunment and develop awareness and
concern about these problems and the skills needed for citizen action and involvement in environmental
management."

7. You may want the participants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about it.

VI. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

1. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Identify and describe three component parts of simulation games

b. Construct his or her own simulation game based on a current environmental issue

c. Name and describe at least 10 important types of data needed before making a land management decision

d. Identify cause and effect relationships that exist in environmental management

e. Describe alternative solutions to solving a specific problem.

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

I. As a result of this session, each participant should be able to:

a. Describe how the information in Part III could affect their life, community, and the management of the
environment

1). Outline a plan of action to develop their owii. use simulation model.

VII EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Blackboard and chalk or easel and markers
. Newsprint or butcher paper (enough for each group to make visual display)
Markers (four colors for each group to make visual display)
Masking tape
Task Cards
Commercial games on display (optional)

The Centerplace city proble'rn has been adapted with permission from the May 1970 Journal of Geography from
the article, "A Land Use Alternatives Model for Upper Elementary Environment Education," by Dennis Asrnussen
and Richarn Cole, University of Washington.

'File tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are,designed so that many can be done individually or in combination,
depending upon the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.

It is suggested by the writers 'hat continual .plan revision be.done by the people who.use this plan.
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TASK A (individuals)

"One square mile (640 acres or 259 hectares) of unused county farmland, four miles northeast of the city,
is now available for the city's use,"

Read th .sickground information for Centerplace City, and then list some iJossible uses of the vacant
farmlami,

Background Information Sheet For Centerphwir
City'

'The impulation is 250,000 and rapidly
'Fifa easing,

'The city's boundar hes are being ex tended,
hut the suburban fr inge is expanding
evrri more rapidly

1. !Li! rapid populate:Jib growth is IC,CDinparirol

by demands for more housing, 111010 jobs,
alditioniI city services, and recreational
It eas.

The power for industrial 11511t, adequate pUb
ic transom tation, and 1 skilled labor
(race are available.

The city is located near fores .s, to the north.
-1 he land to the east iS devotel

fdr ming.

Tfio 1)11.11 River is unpollute(l and IS OW source
of irrigation water as weil aS the mut-1101),a
i,vater SUpply.

The liver is too small for freight transPorfa-
tion, but logs -.01011 be floated on it.

The gravel hed r river us appropriate taw
material for c. .rete manufacture.

The present sewage treatment plant and gar
11.1110 uly:posdl area are at maximum capacity.

The col/ens of Centerolace are concerned ahout
the maintenance of a scenic nrrnonal FilIVItOn-
nwnt

The County Cianimssioners is the
authority fir, idnd /oiling, and man, cirquars'
ariiiins are being Hun1,1! t nflitimMe

1f

RESERVOIR

HILLY UPLANDS

VACANT
FARM

EXPANDING
URBAN FRINGE

fin LACE
0

0 6

\q0

N

4
SCALE IN MILES

///../ MALI IN Was;,-

pip

L.

1'7

8 9
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TASK B (in groups)

Group

Your only task is
land use category.

Assigned Category of Land Use

to analyze and list possible consequences of different land uses within your assigned
Do not decide which is the best use.

Use Advantages to land/people Disadvantages to land/people

_

LS8



TASK C lc:malty Board members only)

"Unii square inde of unused corintry I donland, four miles northeast of the city, is now available fOr the city's use."

I Wiwi this Imlforrnation, your task IS to.
, Develop criteria VI evaluate the proposals,
ii Di,chati system to !error() yorir iiyalliaticrn of each orotund!.

Background Inf ormation Sheet For Centerplace
City

1)tml,tion is 250.000 and rahai iii

The ta trouralat les all. tieing ex tended,
oil( f rirrip

r11,/le

noith is acconwanwrl
f iii 11,:),;11011Sifai. lrlOre

O'lllitOrlai City Services, and recreational

ini firstm i,il ises, ailequatii lliillLlc
rr onSprii tatton, arid a idk labra force
are aVatlablo!

[ he city Is lUCtili:(1 'leaf tOrests. II) th,r north
the land to the east is devote() mainly to

farming

Making Presentation
hiss, Category)

The Pipe Rorer is unpolluted and is the source
of irrigation water as well as the municipal
water supply.

The ovel is too small for freight transportatiorr
but logs could he floated on it.

The gravel bed of the river IS apPrOpt late raw
material for concrete manufacture.

The present sewage treatment Plant and gar-
bage disposal area are at maximum capacity.

The citizens of Centerplace ate concerned about
the mamtenance of a scenic regional
environment.

The County Board of Commissioners is the
authority for land aoning, and many citizens'
groups developing are being formed to
influence zoning decisions.

tsrliVOIR

EXPANDING
URBAN FRINGE

ACE

SCAlE IN Mills
iS I2

Criteria to Evaluate Proposal
(Rating)

1 2 3 1 4 5 6

hair peison to onisale din ill the oreselitirliorn lo the lIrMlp and to run the meeting nr an orderly manner. (5 minutes Announcements to be made
chair Ii01011

nu:Cause of taw constra,t, there will he no rebuttal atter presentations.
Tho iiard may ask twit 01 throe clarifying questions of each group after all the presentations.
You hair! 3 un,nutti,s lii givo you/ present:num You will be given a warning Nhen you have 1 minute lef t.

9
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TASK D (groups of 2 or 3)

DEVELOPING A SIMULATION GAME

Using a newspaper article about a local environmental land use problem, develop the format ofa
simulation game, considering the following items:

Identification of the problem or issue tu l)e decided upon

Ifentification of some factors ['laving an influence on the decision

Identification of individual or group roles (those people or groups that will he affected by, or
interested in, the problem).

Other things you may wan't to consider in developing simulation games:

t,,blicurnerit of conditions for the players (noting procedures, available resources, money, etc.)

Development of specific, goals or objectives for ploers

Inclusion of urnits, or rules for what is permissable hehavior (time factors, trading, point system,
mniuw allocations, etc.).

(3 2
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a lesson plan for

INVESTIGATING A MAN-BUILT COMMUNITY

Set the stage for this session by reviewing what will take place. For example: "During this session we will identify
parts ot a marubuilt community. Look at the pattern) of land use, construct a procedure and plan to investigate one
part of the community, collect some data, analyze different solutions, and then develop an action plan to implement
one uf your solutions or recommendations."

Overview orthe Process

The procedure outlined in this prOcess falls into the following 10 basic sten or phases and could be used as a check-
list for preparing almost any investigation.

I. BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE COMMUNITY

Identification of land use areas and patterns

II. IDENTIFYING AND FOCUSING ON LAND USE PATTERNS TO INVESTIGATE

Overall view of the community
Construction of a three-stage data collecting chart

III. IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING THE TOPIC FOR YOUR INVESTIGATION

Investigation with data that are observable, collectible, and recordable
Use of three-stage, data-collecting chart to analyze investigation
Construction of a data-collecting and recording device to use in investigation
Development of in procedure to test out the investigation process

IV CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION

Testing uf the investigation process
Modification of the procedures, data collecting tools, etc.

V PREPARING AND REPORTING ON THE INVESTI!"

Description of the process, procedures, and modifications made in the investigation process (this step is not
giving solutions to the subject or content investigated)

VI ANALYZING ACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO THEIR PRESENT CONDITIONS

Listing of factors that contribute to problems
Brainstornung of ch.inges (elimination, modification, substitution) affecting the problem

VII. DEVELOPING ACTION PLANNING TO BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR SOLUTION TO THE
ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED

Determining if solution is feasible
Development of plan of action for implementing solution or recommendations

VIII COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES

IX. IDENTIFYING A COMMUNITY BY USE THEMES

X. SUMMARIZING THE INVESTIGATION

Investigating Your Environment Series
Forest Service

1976
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BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE COMMUNITY

Questions and Discussion

1. "What are some major land use categories found in most communities?" List on board commarcial,
tesideitial, recreation, industrial, etc.

2. Pass out map of local community being studied. Flave each group locate the major land use categories on
the map with marking pens.

II. IDENTIFYING AND FOCUSING ON LAND USE PATTERNS AND INTERRELATIONSHIPS

I. "After looking at your map and locating t1,a land uses on it, what can you say about the pattern of land use
in your community?" List on board.

2. "We want to find our more about the different land u a categories in this area."

3. "One tool that can help us is to construct a three-stage, data-collecting chart."

4. "As an example, let's do one together." Pick a subject other than a land use category listed on the board to
illustrate the use of the chart.

a. "Let's pick Transportation as the topic to be investigated." Write transportation at the top of chart.

b. "The first column is labeled What we want to find out about the topic." Write this at far left on board
and ask for group responses.

c. "The second column is labeled How to collect information about the item listed in column 1." Write this
heading next to column 1 and ask for group responses. Ask for ways to collect information on the first
four to five items in column 1, one at a time, then ask, "Are there any additional ways you can think of
to collect the information in column 1?"

d. "The third column is labeled How to record the information we are going to collect." Write this heading
next to column 2 and ask for group responses. Just ask for general ways to record the information for
any items.

Here is what a chart might look like after doing it with the total group.

Three-Stage, Data-Collecting Chart
Subject: Transportation

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
What we want to find out How to collect How to recid
Location of major arterials Observation Graphs
Kinds of transportation Interview people Statistics
What is needed Existing studies Pictures
How much is available Count number of cases Film
Accessibility of terminals at certain place Tape recorders
Land topography Count types of vehicles Questionnaire
Is it working Map
What is he;ng used now Tables
Growth pattern
Traffic flow pattern
Peak traffic needs
Attitude of people

MBC-2
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Oue,;;.iory. and uyaon

1. "What might be the benefits of analyzing a land use or topic this way before going out to do an investigation
about it?" (Sample responsas might include, it's easier to see all the parts of the topic; analyzing it breaks it
down into manageable parts to study; you realize that problems aren't as simple as they seem.)

Here ,sne two additional options to considei instead of nvestigating land use categories in step 2, depending
the ithiectives of your plan.

C. 1. If your object Ye is to investigate environmental factors, then use this question after step 2:
-What are some factors that might affect th,' quality of the environment of the area on this
map and in what ways will they affect the environment?" (List on chart.)

Option 2: It your objective is to investigate a potential or existing problem, then ask this question after
step 2: "What are some problems that might be created by the pattern of the land use in your
community?"

III. IDENTIFYING AND ANALYZING THE TOPIC FOR YOUR INVESTIGATION

Thu following are criteria to be used by the facilitator in identifying an area to investigate:

Within walking distance in the time segment allotted (3 hours of field investigation)
--A variety of land use.categories
--Exmnplus of changing land use
Interesting to study.

1. Describe the area that the group is doing to investigate and have each persondraw that area on his or her
map.

2. Split class intr .t-ro.opriate number of study teams, (groups of 4-5) and have them pick a land use category,
(Make sure all rand uses have been taken.)

3. Have study teams identify " land use category they are going to invefltigate in the designated area and fill
out column 1 of the three-stage chart in Task A. (15-20 minutes)

TASK A rcinall groups)

THREE-STAGE DATA COLLECTING AND ANALYZING CHART

ot:t land use cati-i(ioty aatf coiudnn 1 of 111i chd'I

LA nil USL. Catiiory

COLICIlil 1 Column 2 Column 3
V-iridt we wftnt to hod ow How to cohect the How to record the
.101)01 0111 land it Ciltegnn information information.

died
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"Identity ne oi two items from column of your chart that you want to find out more about from actl
4.

,rbsei %/Amos in the area to be investigated, and construct a data-collecting and recording device to use in
collecting ;ind Nicol dihg your observations. The items you select must deal with data that are observable,
collect/Hk . dnd recordable in your area during the actual field investigation and within the time constraints.
1-1Iling out columns 2 and 3 may help in your planning."

Have sample data-collecting and recording charts to haag up as sample displays.

Use ot Parks by A:le Groups No of People in Cars at Intersection Location of Public Services

Akw Group

0-6 !.)

OW11,1 Walt,. Bik" Other

No

(400-4:15 p.m.t

ot Cars X

1 4 1 50

21 .30 X

30-40 30

.10+ 20

10

Legend:
0

X tire hydrant
1 2 3 4 5 6 I telephone pole

No of Occupants restrooms

0 fire station

G. When the groups have almost finished making the data-collecting charts, tell diem to develop a plan of
action to investigate their pint of the environment using the data-collecting and recording devices in the
allotted field time. (Consider dividing responsibilities for collecting and recording information, who goes

'where, other tools needed, etc./ Data must be observable, collectible, and recordable.

T. After 10 minutes into the planning, put up and read the following sign:

Planning for an Investigation

Usually, the problems that peoUlti have are deciding what to do and narrowing down the
scope of the topic to something specific enough to actually investigate. Has your group
expel ienced this?

8. Before going out to do the investigation, have each group make a short presentation to describe;.the procedures
and to display the recording devices to be used in the investigation. If you have a large class, have groups pair
up and critique each other's plans instead of each small group presenting it to the total group.

9. Just before dismissing the groups to do the field investiclatnoni, put up thr; following sign:

This Session is all About Learning How to Prepare for an Investigation

Today the procedures are more important than the content. The idea is to try out your
data-collecting and recording methods.

It rnay be necessary to modify.Your investigation procedures as you become involved in
your t.isk.

M8C-4
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IV. CONDUCTING THE INVESTIGATION

Tell group: "You now have hours to do your field work. Be back here at (time). You will then have 1
nour to prepare a 5.10 minute report about your investigation. Instructions for the report will be posted when
you return."

V. PREPARING AND REPORTING ON THE INVESTICIATION

Have foHowing instructions posted as g'roups come back so they have some guidelines for their presentation.

Instructions for the Presentation

1. Describe your task.
2. Report on what you did, how you did it, and what it meant.
3. Describe how you modified your procedure, methods, recording devices, etc.
4. Use more than one person as spokesman.
5. Use visual displays.
6. Limit report to 5-10 minutes.
7. This is a report about the investigation process and not the content or solutions to problems, unless it

relates to the process.
8. Do not report on all the minute details.

Each grouo should give its presentation. Stick to time limits and to the process of the investigation.

1. "What problems did you encounter in your investigation?"

2. "What is the next thing to do with all this information?"

VI. ANALYZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO THEIR PRESENT CONDITIONS

Questions and Discussion

1. "What are the basic functions of your study area?"

2. "What are some of the needs of the area?"

3. "What impact does your survey area have on the management on your community?"

4. "What examples are there in your area that:

Illustrate the past.
Typify the present.
Indicate the future.

5. "What interrelationships can we.identify in the area investigated, on the basis of your field observations
(residential to business, past use to present use, business district to transportation routes, etc.)

6. "How do these things above affect the function of the community?"

7. "Select one issue, concern, or problem that you identified in your investigation. Using Task B, list and
analyze as many factors you can identify." (30 minutes)

8. Have example shown on Task B on flip chart to show how chart should be used.

MBC-5
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TASK 13

ANAL YZING FACTORS AND ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT CONDITIONS

Task 13 is designer! to brainstorm all possible alternatives. List the factors contributing to the issue. Take eachfactor and ask, "how :an this factor be
changed eliminated. modified, sulistituted to bring about a change til the issue? Consider all alternatives, no matter how silly they may seem.

Fictor How It Contributes To Alternatives To Its Present Condition
The Problem or Issue Select one or more alternatives below

and describe how the lac-ur might be
changed.

Elimination Modification Substitution

Describe How The Change
Will Affect The Problem
Or Issue

Example T NO I ic Management

Width nlf
Urtteli

Everyone
starts and
quits Work
.11 canle Witt!

Causes traffic lams

Causes ball it Janis

Put in walking Eliminate car traffic, cause
or bicycle changes in working and social
Paths ',atter ns

One-way stree,s

Adinst start.ag,
closing, work ing
hours

Ease congestion because of
one-way flow

Mass Transit Minimize number of vehicles, nO
congestion, less air pollution, etc.

Spread out traffic over a longer
period of time

DPS,:rilte 'he altertitittve ii cOinbination of alternatives that might bring about an an improvement solution to the quality of the environment investigated.
Osae rtNiSotl, for your choices.

Al ter vhir have analyhtd the factors in lack 13, go on to Task C

VII. DEVELOPING AN ACTION PLAN TO BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR SOLUTION TO AN ISSUE
OR CONCERN JUST INVESTIGATED

Select one of the alternatives from Task B. Write it in Task C under Suggested Solution and complete the task.
This can help you to determine if your solution is feasible or not and what course of action you should take
for its implementation.

MBC-6
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TASK C

DEVELOPING ACTION PLANNING TO BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR SOLUTION TD THE ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED

Select one ot the solutions suggested by your group in Task B. Write it below under Suggested Solution. Complete the rest of the chart.

Action Planning For Problem-Solving

Suggested Type Action Necessary hlentify Change Implementation Evaluation Methods. How
Sohition To Implement The Agents Who Could Steps To Problem Will you Follow Up And

Solution Help. Implenwnt The . Solution Evaluate The E ffectiveness
Solution Of your Action'

Technological Individtdal What must be done?
What kinds of tech What kinds of In what order? Whcrt?
nological action would things could be
be necessary to imple dune through Steps Target Date
rnent this idea ? individual action? 1.

2.

3.

Social Groups
What kinds of socidl What kinds of things
action would be could he done by or
necessary to implement through groups ?

this idea> Informal
Formal (organizations)

Pol itical Agencies

What kinds of political What kinds of things
action would be necessary could be done by or
to implement this idea? through agencies?

Questions and Discussion

1. Have group give reports on Task C.

2. "What are your recommendations for meeting future needs in this area?"

3. "If you were on the city planning commission, what guidelines would you develop for consideration for
future developments in this area?"

VIII. COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS, AND VALUES

Write the following task on the board:

TASK D

Describe your part in implementing the action plan in Task C:
As a member of a community action group.
As d part of the political decisionmaking process in your community.

MBC-7
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Questions and Discussion

1. Discuss individual comments.

2. "What type of community action can we take to identify and motivate people to collect, interpret data, arrive
at alternative solutions, and take intelligent action to decide on the best solution consistent with the needs of
the environment and society?"

IX. 1DENTIFYINO A COMMUNITY BY USE OF THEMES

We have just investigated a community environment using a topical approach of land use categories.

Another way to identify and investigate a district or community is by looking at themes. Themes can be
one way to identify and define an area to investigate.

Have each person describe in writing the four items below for their own community or neighborhood.

1. "Describe where your neighborhood is."

2. "How do you get into your neighborhood?"

3. "What are some outstanding features of your neighborhood?"

4. "What is the central part of your neighborhood?"

Questions and Discussion

1. (Have these themes and their definitions on a chart.) One set of themes includes:
Pathways Lines of movement (walks, bus routes, streets)
Nodes -- Small areas of intensive focus where an observer may enter and feel a sense of belonging,

safe, enclosed (small park, courtyard, intersection, intimate shopping center)
Edges Linear breaks in continuity (freeway, river, edge of hills)
Landmarks Identifiable objects or reference points (high-rise building, fountain).

2. Now have each person identify which description of their community was a pathway, node, landmark, oredge.

3. If possible, have a short slide presentation (10-15 slides) on examples of the themes from different scales andperspective.

4. "What are some themes in the area we studied yesterday?"

5. "We want to study an area using the thematic approach, and the categories of pathways, nodes, edges, and
landmarks." Assign an area to each group; it could be the same area or new areas. Pass out Task E.
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IASI< E turnips)

Identifs, and midis re the themes in your assigned area. Describe them in wilting or sketch or photograph
the themes in the area Ana We the area's pi oblem Wirt potential al the chart below.

Pathways-
Nodes:

Lines of :nosement (walks, bus routes, streets)
SITIall a eas of intensive focus wher .. an observer may enter and feel a sense of belonging,
safe, enclosed, (small park, courtyard, in tersectron, intimate shopping center)

Edges. Linear breaks In continuity (freeway, river, edge of hills)
Landrnarks identifiable objects or reference points (high .rise building, fountain)

Use the iollowmg chat t.

THEME IT PROBLEMS TO
ITEM ILLUSTRATES COMMUNITY POTENTIAL TO COMMUNITY

6. Have groups share results.

7. (Have on chart.) The following are some reasons for identifying themes.

a. If community has only one theme, it is often a boring environment,

h. If themes are varied and strong, then a strong exciting community environment can exist.

c. If an area is dying out, nodes, points of interest, pathways, etc., might be created to strengthen the
themes in ways that contribute to the livability of the community.

You can identify a community or neighborhood by themes,

8. "Let's make a comparison of the two methods (thematic-topical) of looking at an area. Select four to six
items in an area studied and describe them in thematic and topic terms,

I tern Theme Topic

Park Node Recreation
Major street Pathway Transportation.

MBC-9
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X. SUMMARIZING THE INVESTIGATION

1. "What procedures did we use in our investigation today?"

2. "What did we find out about the environment in our study?"

3. "How will this process help you when you have students or community Broups investigate things?"

4. "How can we summarize our discussion and investigation?"

5. You may want participants to evaluate the session by writing how they felt about this session.

X I SOM E OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcomes In Knowledge

1. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a. Identify at least five different land use categories in an urban environment

b. Name and describe three themes often found in committees

c. Construct a data-collecting and recording tool for some part of an urban environment for data that is
observable, collectable, and recordable

d. Describe a procedure to use in initiating an urban environmental investigation

e. Identify at leastthree component parts of an urban environment

f. Describe four interrelationships that exist among component parts of the environment.

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action

2. As a result of these activities, each participant should be able to:

a. Analyze factors and alternative solutions to present condition in an environment

b. Identify forces and change agents that can be used for or against the improved livability of the area

c. Describe what he or she can do to become involved in community action programs of identifying and
suggesting solutions to local environmental problems

d. Describe how he or she and the community can become involved in affecting the local political decision-
making process through eniiironmental urban investigations

e. Describe three ways that themes can improve the livability of a community.

XII. EQUIPMENT NEEDED

Maps of the urban area to be investigated
Blackboard or newsprint and easel.
Felt-tip markers or chalk
Paper and pencils

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are designed so that many can be done individually or in groups,
depending upon the facilitators' objectives and time constraints.

MBC-10
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The inf ormation and procedures under the following five topics Land Use Survey; Environmental Assets and
LialUhiies Survey, Community Facilities and Services Survey; Social Survey; and Micro-Urban Investigations are
included to give additional ideas and considerations in developing the dif ferent components of a community
survey.

LAND USE SURVEY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES SURVEY

1. Inventory and plot on map 1. Inventory and plot on map

List the malor uses of land in the area.
Group these uses into appropriate categories.
Label the categories.
Develop a legend for plotting these data on the map.

2. Additional Information

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND
RECORD THESE DATA.
SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE END OF THE
SESSION.

How does each land use affect the other land uses of the
area?

What problems exist because of certain land uses?

What land use problems in this area are related to regional
environmental problems?

What things are beir6 done to the land that are compatible
with the:

Characteristics of the land?
Needs.of the people?

Which land uses are changing?

What proposed projects could affect land use patterns in this
area?

NOTE: The above questions are designed to help you look
for significant relationships arnong things in the
environment. Time may not allow you to investi-
gate all of the suggestions. Therefore, you will
have to decide which things are most significant
in the time allowed. Please feel free to add to the list,
throw it away arid start all over, etc.

Something to think about

For each cat the land uses you investigate, ask yourself:
Is it in a good location to serve its purpose?
What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an environment does it have?

List the environmental assets of the area (Physical and
visual
Exami)les:

Hi toric landmarks, visual impact structures, natural
features, and aesthetically pleasing entrances.

List the environmental liabilities of the area (physical and
visual).
Examples:

Conflicting land uses, high traffic streets, residential over-
crowding, poor paving, curbs, sidevvalkr. cdverse natural
features, and sameness of environment.

Group the environmental assets and liabilities into appropriate
categories.
Label the categories.
Develop a legend for plotting these data on the map.

2. Additional information

DEVISE YOUR DWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND
RECORD THESE DATA.
SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE END OF THE
SESSION.

How do the environmental assets affect the rest of the area?
Be specific.

How do the environmental liabilities affect the rest of the
area? Be specific.

Which environmental assets have potential for serving as
building blocks to improving the livability of this area?

What problems exist because of adverse environmental
factors in the area?

What environmental problems in this area are related to
regional environmental problems?

What proposed projects could af fect environmental assets
and liabilities in this area?

NOTE: The above questions are designed to help you look
for significant relationships among things in the
environment. Time may not allow you to investi-
gate all of the suggestions. Therefore, you will have
to decide which things are most significant in the
aloe allowed. Please feel free to ada to the list,
throw it away and start all over, etc.

Something to think about

For each of the environmental assets anti iiabilities you investi-
gate, ask yourself:

Is it in a good location to serve its purpose?
What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an environment does it have?

3. Summary questions on environmental assets and liabilities

See questions and discussion after Task D.

MBC-11
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES SURVEY

1. Inventory and plot on map

List the community facilities and services in this area.
Group these facilities and services into appropriate categories.
Label the categories,
Develop a legend for plotting these data on the map,

2. Additional information

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND
RECORD THESE DATA.
SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEAOER AT THE END OF THE
SESSION.

List the user groups fo.r each category in step 1.

What reasons can you give for the locations of each of the
community facilities and services you listed in step 1?

What needs of the people are being met by these facilities
and services?

What needs are not being met by existing facilities and
services?

What problems are associated with the quantity and quality
of community facilities and services in this area?

Which of these problems are related to regional environ.
mental problems?

What proposed projects could affect the use and effective-
ness of community facilities and services in this area?

NOTE The above questions are designed to help you
look for significant relationships among things
in the environment. Time may not allow you to
investigate all of the suggestions. Therefore, you
will have to decide which things are most signifi-
cant in the time allo ved. Please feel free to add
to the list, throw it away and start all over, etc.

Something to think about

For each of the community facilities and services you
investigate, ask yourself;

Is it in a good location to servd its purpose?
What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an environment does it have?

SOCIAL SURVEY

1. Inventory and plot on map

CoHect information about the population characteristics of the
area.

Age, income, education, size of families, renters-owners,
length of residence, etc.

Develop a legend for plotting these data on the map.

2. Additional information

DEVISE YOUR OWN METHODS TO COLLECT AND
RECORD THESE DATA.
SUBMIT THE METHODS AND THE DATA, IN WRITING,
TO YOUR GROUP LEADER AT THE ENO OF THE
SESSION.

What needs of the residents are met by living in this area?

What social problems exist in the area?

Which problems associated with this area are related to
regional environmental problems?

What changing conditions in the area are creating problems
for its residents?

What proposed projects could:
Affect the life-style of people in this area?
Lead to a change in the population characteristics of this
area?

What are the attitudes of the people in this area toward:
Governmental and private services
Citizen needs
Overall quality of life in the area.

NOTE: The above questions are designed to help you look
for significant relationships among things in the
environment. Time may not allow you to investigate
all of the suggestions. Therefore, you will have to
decide which things are most significant in the time
allowed. Please feel free to add to the list, throw it
away and start all over, etc.

1 (.1 4
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MICRO-URBAN INVESTIGATIONS

In addition to major component parts or categories of an urban
environment, there are many opportunities for small individual
environmental investigations.

Investigations of this nature should be developed in writing along the
same procedures as in this Lesson Plan.

TASK

Develop in writing an investigation about some part of the man
built environment.
a. Describe procedures in action or process terms.
b. State objectives in behavioral outcomes that indicate some

minimal expectations in acquiring new knowledge and skills.

Here are some suggested micro-urban environmental investigations.

1. Correlation of observable weather conditions to air pollution
index

2. Correlazion of man-made sounds to noise pollution
3. Effect of signs and billboards on sight pollution
4. Effect of architecture on aesthetics
5. Impact of local shopping center on community
6. Superrnarket survey (packaging, buying habits)
7. Interpretation of man-built landscape using architectural

styles, et.
8. Onservation and recording of life in a park
9. Under what conditions plant life can live in a blackop environ-

ment
10. Determining the different responses of water-holding capacity

and runoff to different types of man-made surfaces
11. Environment of a city tree
12. Determining what is in a city bl_Ak
13. Noise pollution (determining w-le noises occur most frequently

and which city noises can be reduced to minimize noise pollution)
14. Inventory and clab.wication of historic structures within the central

business district of your hometown and determining necessities
for their protection

15. Identification of factors and development of tools to help in
recording and interpreting air pollution indexes in the local
community.

MBC13
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TASK A (small groups)

THREE-STAGE DATA COLLECTING AND ANALYZING CHART

Working in your group, fill out the land use category and column 1 of the chart below.

Land Use Category

Column 1
,,,,vv hat we want to find out
about our land use category
in the area

Column 2
How to collect the
information

Column 3
How to record the
information

MAN-BUILT ENVIRONMENT Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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TASK B

ANALYZING FAC row; AND AL rF ANA Th/ES TO PRESFNT CONDITIONS

Task B is designed to bramstorm di oossrble alter nam.ms. List the f actors contributing to the issue. Take each factor and ask, "how can this factor be
changed, eliminated modified. or substituted to taring about a chamt6 in the issue) Cons;der all alter nat;ves, no rnatter how silly they may seem.

F actor flow it Contributes ro
rh, Prohle,. Or issue

A /ter/moves TO Its PrOserl Condi bon
Select one or more alternativet below
and describe how the factor M ,yh t be
changed.
Elimination Modification Substitution

Describe How The Change
Will A f fec t The Problem
Or Issue

D.75c.,b,.? !h.; altr.rrr;rt,r, 0' rlf ,hat r71,,tht briny aborit air irlsDrIpirr-nent Or s011ittOrt to the qUality Of the environment investigated.
G. rt,rsons for or choices

Aft, vnii dnal a/0qt the f.rctoir. I jSS B, Tas', C
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-TASK C

DEVELOPING ACTION PLANtrING TO BRING ABOUT AN IMPROVEMENT OR SOLUTION TO THE ENVIRONMENT INVESTIGATED

Select one of the solutions suggested by your group in Task B. Write it below under Suggested Solution. Complete the rest of the chart.

Action Plarthing For Problem-Solving

Suggested Type Action Necessary
Solution To Implement The

Solution

Identify Change
Agents Who Could
Help Implement The
Solution

InIplernentation
. Steps.TO Problem

Solution

Technological tndividual What must he done?
What kinds of tech What kinds of In what OF der ? When?
nological action would thIlgs could be
be necessary to irnple- done through Steps Target Date
merit this idea? individual action? 1.

2.

3.

Social Groups.

What kinds of social What kinds of things
action would be could be done by or
necessary to implement through groups?
this idea? Informal

Formal (organizations)

Political Agencies_

What kinds of political What kinds of things
action would be necessary could he done by or
to implement this idea through agencies?

Evaluation Methods. How
Will you Follow Up And
Evaluate The E ffectiveness
Of Your Action?

MAN-BUILT ENVIRONMENTAL Task Card
Forest Service 1976
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TASK E (small groups)

Identify and analyze the themes in your assigned area. Describe them in writing or sketch or photograph
the themes in the area. Analyze the area's problem and potential in the chart below.

Pathways:
Nodes:

Lines of movement (walks, bus routes, streets)
Small areas of intensive focus where an observer ma,
safe, enclosed, (small park, courtyard, intersectk,

Euues: Linear breaks in continuity (freeway, river, edg
Landmarks: Identifiable objects or reference points (high-rise bi

Use the following chart:

Ise of belonging,
:enter)

THEME IT PROBLEMS TO
ITEM ILLUSTRATES COMMUNITY POTENTIAL TO COMMUNITY

I 0 9
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